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Data Analysis and Theory-Building 
Tools

Overview

Analysis Tools
In the first part of this section, you find a description of exploratory and 
advanced analysis tools. These are: the word cruncher, the query tool, the co-
occurrence tools, the code-primary-documents table, super codes and super 
families.

Word Cruncher: Creates a word frequency count for textual primary 
documents (see page 264).

Query Tool: Finds quotations based on a combination of codes like: “Show me 
all quotations where both Code A and Code B have been applied.” Such 
queries can also be combined with variables in form of PD families. Thus, you 
can restrict a query to a certain sub groups of your documents: “Show me all 
quotations where both Code A and Code B have been applied, but only for 
female respondents between the age of 21 and 30” (see page 268).

Co-occurrence tools: Different from the query tool, where the results are 
quotations, you can use the two co-ocurrence tools to find codes. The tree 
explorer list all codes on the first level of the tree and if there are more codes 
that have been applied to the same or overlapping quotations, then you can 
open the tree branches to see those codes. If you open the tree further, the 
associated quotations are shown. The second tool, the table explorer, shows a 
cross-tabulation of codes and within the cells a frequency count of how often 
each pair of codes co-occurs. The cells also provide access to the data behind 
them (see page 299).
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Codes-Primary-Documents-Table: This table is a cross-tabulation of codes by 
primary documents. It shows how often a code has been applied to a 
document (see page 311).

Super Codes are saved queries. They can be reused, e.g. after more coding has 
been done or after coding has been modified. They can also be used as part of 
other query, thus, you can build complex queries step by step (see page 282).

Super Families: Like super codes, super families are saved queries based on 
families. The purpose is to create families on an aggregate level. For instance, if 
you have your base families for age groups, gender and location, you can 
create super families that reflect a combination of these base families like all 
females from age group 1 living in city X (see page 289).

Intercoder-Reliability: To assess intercoder reliability for data coded in 
ATLAS.ti., you can use the web based tool CAT to calculate Cohen's kappa and 
Cronbach's  (alpha)  On page α 315 the functions the tool provides are 
explained and you find references for further resources on how to prepare 
ATLAS.ti data for upload.

Tools for Visualization and Theory Building
The first steps of theory building of course already take place much earlier, 
often already during coding. Ideas are developed further during the process of 
querying the data. By asking specific questions, you gain more and more 
insights and start to see how things are related. Memo writing is an essential 
accompanying activity as well. T

The network view function offers further possibilities to explore your data and 
to visualize your ideas and findings. In a network view editor you can link all 
objects to each other. Code-code and quotation-quotation links can also be 
named and commented. Further a number of graphical elements like colored 
links, the line width, the node or background color can be set. Image 
documents can be used as thumbnails (see page 318).

Another function discussed below is the creation of hypertext. This is a network 
based on quotations, thus you work on the data rather than on the more 
abstract coding level. Through hypertext, the original sequentiality of your data 
is de-linearized, broken down into pieces that are then reconnected, making it 
possible to traverse from one piece of data to another piece of data regardless 
of their original positions (see page 360).
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The Word Cruncher

This feature offers word “crunching” capabilities for a simple quantitative 
content analysis. It creates a list of word frequency counts for the selected or all 
(currently filtered) textual PDs. A stop list and a list of ignorable characters can 
be used to control the analysis.

Creating a Word Frequency Report
From the main menu, select DOCUMENTS/ TOOLS / WORD CRUNCHER, or click the 
main toolbar’s Word Cruncher button.  

A property dialog opens offering a number of options that affect the 
procedure:

You may specify a number of properties before starting the frequency count.

Include Selected PD only: Select the scope of the count to be all textual 
documents or the selected one only.

Use Built-in Tool: If you want to output the frequency count in Excel 
compatible format, uncheck this option. The built-in tool is a simple list 
window. In addition to the frequency count, size and percentage for each word 
is shown. The built-in tool can only be used for a selected PD.
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Figure 162: Setting properties to start a word frequency count
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Use Stoplist: Use a stop list to exclude words from the count. Instead of 
enumerating every variant of a word, you can specify patterns. You can create 
powerful stop lists for different languages, different topics, and different levels 
of detail.

The stoplist

The user system folder (EXTRAS /EXPLORER / USER SYSTEM FOLDER), contains a sample 
stop list. The first lines starting with a semi colon contain an explanation of 
terms that can be used. All lines starting with a semi colon are not included in 
the frequency count:

You can use the following regular expressions:

Expression Effect

:d+ excludes numbers of any length

 -+ excludes strings of hyphens of arbitrary size

_+ excludes strings of underscores 

0+ exclude sequences of  zeros

Clean text before counting – ignore: The characters specified in this dialog will 
be removed from the source word before it is counted. Example: including " 
eliminates the difference between "Hello" and Hello.

Ignore case: If checked, upper and lowercase letters are ignored: Hello, HELLO, 
and hello are not counted separately. 

After all options are set, click the OK button. 

The figure below shows the result when using the built-in tool for a single PD. 
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When all words are counted, a message pops up informing you that the Excel 
file can now be opened and where it is stored:

Of course, you need to have Excel installed to be able to see the result.
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Figure 164: Word Cruncher output when using the internal tool

Figure 165: Wordcrunch finished
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Use MS Excel™ functionality like sorting by highest to lowest frequency for 
further exploration.

Working with the stop list
The user system folder (EXTRAS /EXPLORER / USER SYSTEM FOLDER), contains a sample 
stop list (a file named stoplist.txt). The first lines starting with a semi colon 
contain an commentary, in this case an explanation of terms that can be used 
(lines that start with a semicolon are excluded from the frequency count):
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Figure 166: Word frequency count displayed in Excel
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Enter all words you want to beexcluded from the count in capital letters, and 
enter one word per line.

The following regular expressions can be used:

Expression Effect

:d+ excludes numbers of any length

 -+ excludes strings of hyphens of arbitrary size

_+ excludes strings of underscores 

0+ exclude sequences of  zeros

When you are done, save the stop list and close the window (FILE / SAVE, the 
menu of the text editor appear in the language of your Windows system).

Query Tool

The Query Tool is used for retrieving quotations using the codes they were 
associated with during the process of coding. This is different from a text 
search: To search for occurrences of text that match a specified pattern or 
string, you have to use the search function or the Object Crawler (see “Text
Search” on page 225 and “The Object Crawler” on page 373).

The simplest retrieval of this kind (“search for quotations with codes”) is what 
you frequently do with the Code Manager: double-clicking on a code retrieves 
all its quotations. This may already be regarded as a query, although it is a 
simple one. The Query Tool is more complex in that it can be used to create 
and process queries that include combinations of codes. 

A query is a search expression built from operands (codes and code families) 
and operators (e.g. NOT, AND, OR, etc.) that define the conditions that a 
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quotation must meet to be retrieved (e.g., all quotations coded with both codes 
A and B).

By selecting codes or code families and operators, a query can be built 
incrementally which is instantaneously evaluated and displayed as a list of 
quotations. This incremental building of complex search queries gives you an 
exploratory approach toward even the most complex queries.

The Query Tool Window
The Query Tool is launched by clicking the Query Tool button (see left), by 
choosing CODES /OUTPUT / QUERY TOOL, or TOOLS / QUERY TOOL from the HU 
Editor's main menu.

The Query Tool has the following main components:

[1] The operator toolbar, located near the left margin of the window.

[2] The code-family pane  in the upper left lists code-families to be used in 
queries.
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Figure 168: The Query Tool window
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[3] The codes pane below the code-family pane contains all current codes (set 
filters do apply).

[4] The term-stack pane in the upper right displays the stack of all expressions 
entered in the current query. If more than one entry is visible, there are 
arguments still waiting to be used in the query. The topmost entry is the 
current query.

[5] The current query is also displayed in the feedback pane directly below the 
term-stack pane. Here a different notation is used, one that uses parentheses 
and resembles the calculator style of entering queries. 

[6] The  result of the query is displayed in the results list  located in the lower 
right of the window.

Above the term-stack pane are several buttons for manipulating the stack: 
swapping (S) or duplicating terms (P), clearing the stack (C), etc.

Close to the results list are two buttons for removing unwanted hits and 
creating a report.

In figure 163 you see three other buttons highlighted in green. A super code is 
a saved query (see Super Codes on page 282 for further detail). You need the 
adjacency operator settings if you want to search for codes near to each other 
(see Adjacency Operators on page 276). Behind the Scope button you find 
another important feature. When you click on the Scope button, a second 
window opens showing the PD families (see page 237) you have created. 
These are often variables like age, gender, education, profession, location, time 
intervals etc. The scope function allows you to combine a code query with 
variables. For instance you can ask for all quotations where you have applied 
code A and code B, but only for females between the ages of 21 to 30.

Operands

Basic Operands

Two sorts of basic or atomic operands may be used in a query: Codes and code 
families.

A code represents a set of quotations, while a code family yields the quotations 
of all the codes that its members have. In other words, a family is interpreted as 
its member codes connected by the Boolean operator OR. Selecting a code 
family F1 which contains five codes C1-C5 is equivalent to the query: "C1 OR 
C2 OR C3 OR C4 OR C5". 

Complex Operands

"Operand" does not only apply to basic descriptors. An operand can be any 
expression that itself is used as an argument. An expression "A AND B" may 
be used in a more complex query as an operand: "NOT(A AND B)", "(A AND 
B) OR (C AND NOT D)", etc.

All types of operands can be freely mixed in a query using any of the operators 
described below.
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Operators
Three sets of operators are available. They are located within the toolbar at the 
left edge of the Query Tool. 

Boolean operators allow combinations of keywords according to set operations. 
They are the most common operators used in information retrieval systems.

Semantic operators exploit the network structures that were built from the 
codes. 

Proximity operators are used to analyze the spatial relations (e.g., distance, 
embeddedness, overlapping, co-occurrence) between coded data segments.

You can display a short help message for each operator by right clicking on 
its corresponding button in the toolbar.

Boolean Operators

Four Boolean operators are available with the Query Tool: OR, XOR, AND, and 
NOT. 

OR, XOR, and AND are binary operators which need exactly two operands as 
input. NOT needs only one operand. However, as stated above, the operands 
themselves may be of arbitrary complexity. Codes, code families, or arbitrary 
expressions can be used as operands: "(A OR B) AND (NOT C AND D)".

OR 

The OR operator retrieves all data segments (i.e., 
quotations) that are coded with any of the codes used in 
the expression. Example: "All quotations coded with 'Earth' 
OR 'Fire'". An example of a more complex formulation 
based  on a combination of queries is: "All quotations 
coded with 'Earth' OR coded by both 'Fire AND Water'." 

XOR

The OR operator does not really match the everyday usage 
of "OR." Its meaning is "At least one of…," including the 
case where ALL conditions match. The XOR operator, in 
contrast, asks that "EXACTLY one of…" the conditions 
must meet. It translates into everyday "either-or." 
Example: "All quotations coded with EITHER 'Earth' OR 
'Fire' (but not with both)."

AND 

The AND operator finds quotations that match ALL the 
conditions specified in the query. This means you have 
applied two or more codes to the same  quotation. 
Example: "All quotations coded with 'Earth' AND 'Fire'." 
The AND operator is very selective and often produces an 
empty result set. "Precision" of this operator is high, but 
the "recall" is rather low. It produces best results when 
combined with less restrictive operators or when the overall 
number of the available text segments is large.
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NOT 

The NOT operator tests for the absence of a condition. 
Technically, it subtracts the findings of the non-negated 
term from all data segments available. Given 120 
quotations in the HU and 12 quotations assigned to code 
"Fire," the query "NOT Fire" retrieves 108 quotations - 
those which are not coded with "Fire." Of course, the 
operator can be used with an arbitrary expression as in the 
argument  "NOT (Earth OR Fire)" which is the equivalent 
of “neither Earth nor Fire.”

The OR operator has the potential to generate a HUGE number of hits. It 
has high "recall" (a lot is retrieved), but low "precision" (many of the 
retrieved quotations may not make sense).

Venn diagrams are descriptive schemes for illustrating the different set 
operations associated with Boolean operators.

The rectangle encloses the set of all retrievable quotations, e.g. the "document 
universe." The two circles represent two codes A and B. Q1 to Q5 are 
quotations coded with A, B, or none (Q5).

Semantic Operators

The Semantic Operator buttons

The operators in this section exploit connected codes resulting from previous 
theory-building work. While Boolean-based queries are extensional and simply 
enumerate the elements of combined sets (e.g., LOVE or KINDNESS), semantic 
operators are intentional, as they already capture some meaning expressed in 
appropriately linked concepts (e.g., SUB(POSITIVE ATTITUDES)).
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Figure 169: Boolean queries depicted as Venn diagrams
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SUB

The SUB (or DOWN) operator traverses the network from 
higher to lower concepts, collecting all quotations from any 
of the sub codes. Only "transitive" relations between the 
codes are processed (see “Relations“on page 321; all 
others are types ignored. When building a terminology 
from your codes, use the ISA relation for sub-term links.

Example: "All quotations coded with Magic or any 
(immediate or indirect) sub-term of Magic". Like the OR 
operator in the set of Boolean operators, the SUB may 
produce large result sets. However, unlike the OR operator, 
because you make use of a theory using SUB, the 
"precision" is much better (i.e., you get only what you 
expect). Of course, if your network contains dubious 
connections ("computer ISA intelligent entity"), the quality 
of your retrieval will decline.

 UP

The UP operator looks at all directly linked codes and their 
quotations on the next higher level.. Unlike the SUB 
operator, it does not recursively traverse the structure. 
Only the next level is considered.

 SIBlings

The SIBlings operator finds all quotations that are 
connected to the selected code or any other descendants 
of its parents. Example: "All quotations coded with Love or 
any other Positive Attitude (here: kindness).”
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Figure 170: A hierarchy of concepts suitable for semantic retrieval
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With such a network of codes the following queries would make sense (Q1 to 
Q8 = quotations):

SUB (Positive Attitude) => {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5}

SUB (Negative Attitude} => {Q6, Q7, Q8}

SUB (Attitude) => {Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8}.

Proximity Operators

The Proximity Operator buttons

Proximity describes the spatial relation between quotations. Quotations can be 
embedded in one another, one may follow another, etc. The operators in this 
section exploit these relationships. They require two operands as their 
arguments. They differ from the other operators in one important aspect: 
proximity operators are non-commutative. This property makes their usage a 
little more difficult to learn. 

Non-commutativity requires a certain input sequence for the operands. While 
"A OR B" is equal to "B OR A", this does not hold for any of the proximity 
operators: "A FOLLOWS B" is not equal to "B FOLLOWS A". When building a 
query, always enter the expressions in the order in which they appear in their 
natural language manifestation. 

Another important characteristic for these operators is the specification of the 
operand for which you want the quotations retrieved. "A WITHIN B" specifies 
the constraint, but you must also specify if you want the quotations for the As 
or the Bs. This is done implicitly by the sequence. The code (or term) that is 
entered first is the one in which you are interested. If B’s quotations are 
requested, you have to enter "B ENCLOSES A" using the query language 
described below.

Embedding Operators

The embedding operators describe quotations that are contained in one 
another and that are coded with certain codes.

 WITHIN

A WITHIN B retrieves all quotations coded with A that are 
contained within data segments coded with B.

ENCLOSES 

A ENCLOSES B retrieves all quotations coded with A that 
contain quotations coded with B.

Overlap Operators

The overlap operators describe quotations that overlap one another.
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OVERLAPPED_BY 

A OVERLAPPED_BY B retrieves all quotations coded with A 
that are overlapped by quotations coded with B.

OVERLAPS 

A OVERLAPS B retrieves all quotations coded with A that 
overlap quotations coded with B.

If you want to retrieve all segments for “reason suspected: behavioral clues” 
related to the code “murderer_description”, you would need to click:

“reason suspected: behavioral clues”, “murderer_description”, WITHIN

If you enter: “murderer_description”,“reason suspected: behavioral clues”, 
WITHIN, the query tool would not deliver any results or the data segments 
shown in figure 171. 

If you enter , “murderer_description”, “reason suspected: behavioral clues” 
ENCLOSES, then the query tool retrieves the larger segment 
“murderer_description” that does contain the behavioral clue. But then you 
need to read more than you need if you are only interested in the behavioral 
clues.

If you are interested in the code “alibi” as reasons for having released a suspect 
in relation to the description of the murderer, then you click: “reason released: 
alibi”, “murderer_description” overlaps. 

If you want to find out about the name of the suspect related to behavioral 
clues, you enter “name of suspect”, “reason suspected: behavioral clues” 
WITHIN.
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Figure 171: Visualizing the spatial relations between segments
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From the above example we have learned that a) you begin with the codes 
whose content you are most interested in, and b) you first enter the codes and 
then you select an operator. See is explained in more detail below in the section 
“The Query Language“.

Often when interested in the relation between two or more codes, you don't 
really care whether something overlaps or is overlapped by, or is within or 
encloses. It this is the case, you simply use the Co-occuRE operator, which is a 
combination of WITHIN, ENCLOSES, OVERLAPS, OVERLAPPED BY and AND.

Nonetheless these very specific operators are also very useful for specific type 
of data. Think of video data where it might be important wether action A was 
already going on before action B started or vice versa. Or if you have coded 
longer section in your data like biographical time periods in a persons life and 
then did some more fine-grained coding within these time periods. Then the 
WITHIN operator comes in handy. The same applies when working with pre-
coded survey data. ATLAS.ti pre-codes your questions, then you do some 
further coding. This enables you to ask  for instance for all quotations coded 
with “topic x” WITHIN question 5.

Adjacency Operators

The distance operators describe a sequence of disjoint quotations. The 
maximum distance may be specified. Possible base units are characters and 
paragraphs for text, milliseconds for audio files, frames for video data and 
pixels for images. 

FOLLOWS

A FOLLOWS B retrieves all quotations coded with A 
that follow quotations coded with B.

PRECEDES

A PRECEDES B retrieves all quotations coded with A 
followed by quotations coded with B.

Adjacency Settings  

To set the distance, click on the “Adjacency Operator Settings” button. Then 
select a base unit and specify the maximum distance.
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The Co-occurrence Operator

Co-occurrence is essentially a short-cut for a combination of all the basic 
proximity operators except FOLLOWS and PRECEDES.

A CO-OCCURRING WITH B: Find all quotations that co-occur with B (in 
whatever way). 

The procedures used for calculating co-occurrence for two codes is also 
used in the Network Editor when importing co-occurring codes into a 
network view. See “Import Co-occurring Codes” on page 339.

The Query Language
 

Queries are built step-by-step from operands and operators using the principle 
of Reversed Polish Notation (RPN). This sounds complicated, but it is actually 
quite easy. See for example: 
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reverse_Polish_notation

RPN, invented by Polish mathematician Lukasiewicz, does not require 
parentheses to control the priority of operators, nor does it require any other 
characters like commas, periods, etc. Every click produces a meaningful result 
and it is impossible to create syntactically wrong queries.

Operands First, Operators Next

The most important point to understand about RPN is the order in which 
operands and operators of a search expression are entered. Using RPN, 
operands (codes, code families) are entered first, followed by one or more 
operators. This is an unusual method for most of us who are familiar with 
notations where operators are placed between the operands, as in "3 + 5". 
Most calculators use this type of notation, also called "infix" notation.

Two aspects must be distinguished: how we read expressions and how we 
formulate them with a "point and click" language. The infix notation is usually 
easier to read, but the "postfix" notation is far easier to use when creating 
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queries using mouse-controlled direct manipulation user interfaces like 
Windows.

An Arithmetic Example

Here are some simple arithmetic examples using an RPN calculator:

Arithmetic expression RPN expression

Example 1: 3 + 4 3 4 +

Example 2: 3 + (4 * 5)  4 5 *3 +

Example 3: (3 + 4) * 5 3 4 + 5 *

No parentheses are needed in expressions using RPN notation. The 
precedence of the operators is controlled solely by the order in which 
operands and operators are entered.

Creating a Query with the Query Tool

The retrieval of quotations with the Query Tool differs from the arithmetic 
example above by the result in which we are interested.  

We are really not interested in the operands (codes, code families) themselves, 
but in the set of quotations that is the result of evaluating an operand. By 
formulating a query “A OR B,” this is what we really mean: “Quotations 
coded with code A OR quotations coded with B.” Therefore, entering the 
operand code “X” displays the quotation names which were coded with “X” in 
the results list. Next, you can either view the resulting quotations in context 
within the primary document, or generate a report that contains the full lenght 
quotations with or without their comments.

A Boolean Query

The example below uses the HU “Jack the Ripper_stage II.” Please load and 
display this HU while reading the following. You can access the samples file , 
via HELP  / QUICK TOUR.

Our sample query, using Boolean operators, is this: “Find all quotations coded 
with either code “reason released: alibi” or code “reason released: lack of 
evidence”.

Open the Query Tool by clicking on the binoculars button in the main 
toolbar. 

Double-click on the code “reason released: alibi”. The Query Tool displays 
the following entries:
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The term stack and feedback pane now display the code “reason released: 
alibi”. The results pane lists all quotations for this code.

Double-click on the code “reason released: lack of evidence”.
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Figure 173: Clicking a Boolean Query: Step 1

Figure 174: Clicking a Boolean Query: Step 2
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With two operands on the term stack, we can combine them with an 
appropriate operator. The intention was to retrieve all quotations that contain 
information about an alibi or lack of evidence as reasons to release a suspect.   

Click on the OR operator (see left) to combine the two expressions from the 
stack.

The term stack now contains only one term, OR(“reason 
released:alibi”,”reason released: lack of evidence”), i.e. the combination of the 
two codes. This term can be used as an operand to further extend the query, 
e.g. to negate the expression or add some more codes to it. But we will stop 
here for now.

The feedback pane displays the query in infix notation, as we would have 
entered it into a regular calculator (“reason released: alibi” OR “reason 
released: lack of evidence”). The results pane lists 10 quotations.

You can look at the quotations in the context of the document by clicking on a 
quotation in the list, or you can create a report.
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Figure 175: Clicking a Boolean Query: Step 3
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Output of Query Results

Viewing results in context

Make sure that the Query Tool does not completely obstruct the area where 
PDs are displayed. 

Click on a quotation in the results pane.

The quotation is highlighted in the primary document pane:

Creating a Report

To print all hits found by a query, click the PRINTER button to the right of the 
results list. 

Select one of the following report options: 

• LIST: Print a list of all quotations in a compact format showing only the 
quotation names.

• LIST – INCLUDE COMMENTS: Same as LIST but includes the quotations’ comments if 
any. 

• FULL CONTENT: Output the complete text of the quotations.

• FULL CONTENT – NO META: Output the complete text of the quotations and 
specify the kind of information that is included in the output. You may for 
example exclude the meta information for each quotation.

• FULL CONTENT – INCLUDE COMMENTS: Same as FULL CONTENT but includes the 
quotations’ comments if any. 
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Figure 176: Viewing results in context
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Then, choose whether the output should be displayed in a text editor, saved to 
disk, or printed (see also “Output Destinations“ on page 391).

Cleaning up the Hit List

Before creating a report of all the quotations found by the query, you have the 
option to remove entries from the hit list. You can remove unwanted hits from 
the list using the erase button right next to the printer button. You could, of 
course, reformulate your query to improve the precision. 

This is how you clean up the hit list:

Select an unwanted quotation in the hit list.

Click the ERASE button (see left).

Super Codes
Super Codes are a convenient way to store queries. Super Codes are very 
similar in look and feel to normal codes, with one important difference: instead 
of “hardwired” connections to quotations, Super Codes store a query to 
compute their virtual references whenever needed.

They “automatically” change their behavior during the course of theory 
building. If you have a Super Code “All about Magic” with a query “SUB 
Magic” and later add another sub code “White Magic,”, all quotations to 
which the latter code refers are also retrieved by the (unchanged) query of  “All 
about Magic.” Super Codes can be clicked on in the code list like any other 
code and they will display their quotations in an identical way. 

Normal codes are “hard-wired” to their quotations.
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Super codes are displayed in the Code Manager just like regular codes and can 
be recognized either by a red text color or by their red symbol, if images are 
switched on in the Views menu. The list of quotations associated with the 
Super Code can be displayed with a double-click, just as for any other code. 
Frequencies (density) are only indicated if you activated it, e.g. with a double-
click in the Code Manager. If you start a new session, an asterisk (*) replaces 
the frequency count. The reason for this is that a Super Code is dynamic and its 
density/frequency count changes as soon as you modify any of the codes 
contained in the query of the Super Code. For the same reason, Super Codes 
are not displayed in the margin area. There is the possibility to create a regular 
code from a Super Code (see “Snapshot Codes” on page 286). 

Super Codes can be used in code families, Network Views, and, last but not 
least, as powerful operands in queries, allowing you to incrementally build 
complex queries. 
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Figure 179: Codes are  hard-wired to their quotations

Figure 180: Super codes are linked to quoations via a query
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Creating Super Codes

To create a Super Code, you must have already constructed a query using the 
Query Tool which is displayed in the term stack. Note that because Super 
Codes are “intentional,” you can also create a valid and useful Super Code 
with an empty results list (which might well change in a later stage of your 
analysis).  

Click the "Super-Code" button in the query tool between the feedback pane 
and the result pane.

Enter a name for the new Super Code or accept the default name created 
from the query expression. Click OK.

The newly created Super Code immediately appears in the list of codes and 
can be used for new queries (and Super Codes) right away. Its icon and code 
name are red. 
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Figure 181: Location of  super code button in the query tool

Figure 182: Display of super code in the Code 
Manager
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You can access and edit the query later, but the notation that is used in the edit 
query window is not so easy to understand. Therefore it is advisable that you 
enter the query into the comment field of the super code. You can copy and 
paste it from the feedback pane into the comment field.

Editing a super code

If you want to edit the query a super code is based upon, highlight the super 
code in the Code Manager and select MISCELLANEOUS / EDIT QUERY from the 
menu.

Click on the Help button for instructions.

Auto-Optimization of Super Code Queries

In order to take into account quotations that were manually removed from the 
hit list in the result pane of the Query Tool, the system must modified the 
query before a Super Code is created. Otherwise it would display the full set 
retrieved by the original query. To accomplish this task, a “suppressor” code is 
created, which refers to the quotations removed from the hit list. 

Example: The original query “All quotations coded with Sanity or Health” 
(Sanity OR Health) yields 4 quotations 1:1, 1:2, 1:3 and 3:1. From the hit list, 
quotation 1:1 and 1:3 are removed. The query is now modified by creating a 
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Figure 183: Editing a super code query
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new “suppressor” code **Q1 referencing 1:1 and 1:3. The original query is 
modified as follows:

(Sanity OR Health) AND NOT (**Q1)

And returns exactly what you want: quotations 1:2 and 3:1.

Both the Super Code's and the suppressor code's automatically created 
comment reflect their mutual dependency.

A suppressor code cannot be deleted before the referring Super Code is 
deleted.

What You Cannot do with Super Codes

As Super Codes are not directly associated with quotations, certain restrictions 
apply.

Coding: The most important constraint is that you cannot associate them with 
quotations directly. Therefore, Super Codes are not presented when doing 
"code by list," and drag & drop onto data selections is prohibited.

Merging: Code Merge operations including Super Codes are also not possible. 

Prevent Cycles: If you created a Super Code whose query contains a reference 
to a code family, you cannot assign this Super Code to the code family later. 
This would create a cyclic structure and is therefore disallowed.

Snapshot Codes
A Snapshot Code is a normal code that records the current state of a Super 
Code by way of “hard-wired” links to the derived quotations. By creating a 
snapshot from time to time, you can analyze the development of a Super Code. 

Unlike the Super Code, a code created by the snapshot is displayed in the 
margin area and can be used for further coding. The default snapshot code 
names are suffixed with [SN<number>]. 

How to create a snapshot

Select a Super Code in the Code Manager.

From the CODES / MISCELLANEOUS menu, select option CREATE SNAPSHOT.

The newly create code appears in the Code Manager. The code icon turns 
yellow, the characters of the code name appear in black and the post-fix 
[SN1 + a consecutive number] is added to the name. The frequency count is 
permanetly displayed  as the snapshot code is no longer dynamic.
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Restricting Code Queries to Sub Groups 
You can specify the documents that are to be considered in a query. By default, 
the query's "document universe" is all  PDs currently filtered in the HU Editor. 
Clicking Scope opens another window that shows the PDs in the lower left 
pane and the PD families in the upper left. As PD families can be looked at as 
nominal variables, it is easy to preselect "all interviews with male interviewees 
aged between twenty and thirty from small towns.

A restricted set of operators is offered (note that only Boolean operators make 
sense here) and can be used to construct scope selection queries in much the 
same way as the query itself.

Figure 185 above shows a simply query for the code “lang_direct quote” (use 
of direct quotes in newspapers articles). 

The question of interest is whether this writing style is used equally across the 
various newspapers. The two countries compared are Germany and the USA. 
The frequency for all documents is 25 (see the code in the code list on the left 
hand side). 

The scope is set to the PD family “Country::USA”. This means that the result 
pane is filtered only displaying quotations from US newspapers. This results in 
16 quotations, which can be seen at the bottom left of the query tool window.

Double-clicking on the PD Family “Country:: Germany” in turn yields the 
remaining 9 quotations (16 + 9 =25). Further comparisons could be by 
circulation, local versus national papers, or by political orientation comparing 
papers that are more politically right or left oriented. 
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Figure 185: Restricting a search to a sub group of data
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For the results always look at the result pane of the query tool window. The 
bottom pane of the Scope of Query window shows all quotations from the 
selected document group. In mathematical terms, the result pane in the query 
tool window shows the intersection between the code query and all quotations 
from a particular document group.

You can also combine a number of PD families or individual PDs using  Boolean 
operators in the Scope of Query Window (see “Combining group of
documents to restrict searchers“ below).

A scope is not stored as part of a Super Code's query specification. When 
you process the query of a Super Code later, the complete data base is 
queried by default.

Combining group of documents to restrict searchers

A combination of document families like all females in age group II (31-40) 
from New York is clicked in the same way as you click a code query. You first 
select two or more PD families and then you select one or more operaators:

Create a query.

Click on the Scope button.

To create the above described subgroup, you would double click on the three 
families: female, age group II and City::New York. Then you click on the 
AND operator twice.
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Figure 186: Combining document families to set the scope
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Super Families

Super Families follow the same underlying logic as Super Codes (cf. “Super
Codes” on page 282). They are constructed by combining families or already 
existing super families. 

Their members are determined dynamically whenever you activate a Super 
Family. Super families can be created based on primary document families, 
code families and memo families. Below an example is shown for primary 
document families. Creating super code or super memo families works in the 
same way.

Using Super Families

Example

You are working in the Customer Department of an airline and have been 
given the task to analyze customer complaints. As basis for your analysis, you 
have a set of documents dealing with customer complaints about domestic 
flights and a set of documents dealing with customer complaints about 
international flights. Your company is particularly interested in differences 
between domestic and international flights and differences between business 
and leisure travelers. Important factors to analyze might be gender, level of 
income, and frequent-flyer status.

The matrix below is based on the four customer groups:

Domestic Flights International Flights

Business traveler Business traveler

Leisure traveler Leisure traveler

To represent these four groups in ATLAS.ti, you create primary document 
families. Next, you code the data. For example, you may use codes such as 
“punctuality,” “general service,” “in-flight services,” and “human interaction” 
to describe complaints customers had.

After coding, you can use the query tool in combination with the scope 
function to find out how the four groups differ in terms of their complaint 
behavior.

Open the Query Tool.

Double-click on the code containing the information you are interested in, 
e.g., complaints about ‘in-flight services.’

Click Scope to restrict the search to a specific sub groups of your data, e.g. 
business travelers on domestic flights:

Double-click on the PD family ‘Domestic Flights’ and on the PD family 
‘Business Traveler’ and combine them using the AND operator. 

The result pane of the Query Tool now displays all quotations related to 
complaints about in-flight services from business travelers on domestic 
flights. 
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In order to compare the four groups in regard to different types of complaints, 
the steps above need to be repeated. 

Having frequently used combinations of families available as Super Families 
eases such tasks considerably. Below, a step-by-step instruction on how to 
create Super Families is provided.

How to create a Super Family
Open a Family Manager and click the Super Family button, (or select 
FAMILIES / OPEN SUPER FAMILY TOOL from the menu).  The Super Family Tool 
opens:

The Super Family Tool is like a reduced Query Tool (see “Query Tool” on page 
268 for details). In the left pane, the available families are listed.  For our 
example above, there are four regular families. The panes on the right-hand 
side (from top to bottom: the term stack pane, the feedback pane and the 
result pane) display information once you begin to create a combination of 
families. The buttons above the stack pane are described in the context of the 
Query Tool (see “Stack Management” on page 296).

To create a Super Family combining two families (such as “domestic flights” 
and “business traveler”), do the following: 

Double-click on family ‘Domestic flight’. It is displayed in the stack pane.

Double-click on the family ‘Business travelers’. It is “pushed” on top of the 
stack. Now you have two families on the stack that can be combined with 
one of the operators.
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Figure 187: Super Family Tool for Primary Document Families
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In order to create a group of all business travelers on domestic flights, click 
the AND operator. This operator “fetches” the two families from the stack 
and creates the combined expression. 

The stack now contains the query expression in prefix notation,  the feedback 
pane shows the infix notation of the query, which is better to read and 
understand. The resulting items are displayed in the results pane.

In the results pane, those members of the families are listed (either PDs, 
codes, or memos) that match the current query.

Click the SUPER FAMILY button to store the query as a Super family.

You are prompted for a name. Accept the default or enter a new name, for 
instance “Business travelers on domestic flights”.

The new Super Family is displayed in the family browser with a red version of 
the family icon. If icons are turned off, the list entry is colored red.
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Figure 188: Creating a super family
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Possible Family Combinations
You can combine families in numerous and complex ways to form Super 
Families. In the following section, some common combinations are presented. 
Once you are familiar with the tool, you can venture out and try out more 
complex combinations.

For the following descriptions of the four operators, looking at the Venn 
diagram (see “Semantic Operators“) may be helpful.

The Super Family tool offers four operators that can be used to combine 
families. The four operators are also known as Boolean operators: OR, XOR, 
AND, and NOT.

Combining two families with the OR operator yields those items that are 
members of one or both families. Combining two families with the AND 
operator yields only those members belonging to both families. 

Combining two families using the XOR operator yields all members belonging 
to any of the families less those that are in both families. 

The NOT operator inverts an existing family. By negating a family female, you 
could simply create a Super Family that, presumably, includes all males. The 
NOT operator, as well as all other operators, does not only work on families 
but also on Super Families or in arbitrary partial queries as in “NOT (A OR B)”.

Combining Families using Boolean Operators

Combining families to build Super Families is essentially the same as 
formulating code- and code family-based queries in the ATLAS.ti Query Tool. 
The sequence of entering a query to create a Super Family is as follows: First, 
select all families that you want to combine, and then select the operator(s):

Intended Query What to click Display in query feedback 
pane

Members family A or 
family B (or both)

Family A, Family B, OR (“Family A” | “Family 
B”)
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Figure 189: Display of super families
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Members that 
exclusively belong to 
either family A or 
family B

Family A, Family B, 
XOR

(“Family A” || “Family 
B”)

Members that belong 
to both family A and 
family B

Family A, Family B, 
AND

(“Family A” & “Family 
B”)

Members that do not 
belong to family A

Family A, NOT NOT “Family A”

Combining more than two families

In order to combine more than two families, you can use a simple query to 
build upon, or you can click it as one sequence. For the beginner, it is 
recommended to build up to a more complex query step-by-step. 

Creating a complex query step-by-step

Let’s assume you want to create a Super Family containing all female 
respondents under the age of 25, living in New York. This means you want to 
generate a Super Family based on the overlap of the three families 
gernder::female, age group::under 25, and residence::New York. We start by 
combing the first two families “female” and “under 25”. If you had such 
families, you would:

Double-click family “gender::female”.

Double-click family “age group::under 25”.

Select operator AND.

The stack pane and the query pane now contain the following terms:

The display in the query feedback pane matches more or less the way we would 
express the query in everyday language. In the figure above, one item is 
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Figure 190: First step in building a more complex query step-by-step
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displayed in the stack, namely the query we just entered. We can now 
incrementally build a more complex query from this query. 

Double-click on the family “residence::New York”. This pushes the family 
onto the stack, which now contains two items ready to be combined.

The feedback pane always displays the item that is on top of the stack. The 
topmost item on the stack has either been entered or is the result of applying an 
operator. 

To yield all documents that match all three requirements: female, under 25, 
and from New York, click the AND operator again.

The stack and query feedback pane now looks as follows:

If these are all the attributes that you want to combine, click on the Super 
Family button. If you want to combine a fourth or fifth attribute, continue as 
described above.
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Figure 191: Clicking a more complex query - step 2

Figure 192: Clicking a more complex query - step 3
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Creating a complex query as a sequence

When creating a complex query in one sequence, the rule is to select all 
families first, followed by the appropriate number and type of operators. Using 
the same example as above, the sequence would be as follows:

Double-click on the family “gender::female.”

Double-click on the family “age group::under 25.”

Double-click on the family “residence:New York.”

Select the operator AND.

Select the operator AND again.

Further examples:

If you add the NOT operator to the above query, you have create a family 
combination not containing female respondents, under the age of 25, living in 
New York. 

As an exercise: how would you create a family combination yielding males over 
25 not living in New York?

Solution: Combine families “gender::female”, “age group::under 25” and 
“residence::New York” using the OR operator, then negate using NOT. The 
resulting query looks like this: NOT ("gender::female" | ("age group:: under  
25" | "residence:: New York"))

 Another option is to click the sequence:

age group:: under 25

residence:: New York

OR

NOT

gender::male

AND

The resulting query looks like this: (NOT ("residence:: New York" | "age 
group:: under 25") & "gender::male")

Create a Snapshot from a Super Family 
A snapshot creates a “hardwired” standard family containing the items derived 
from a Super Family as its members. 

Example: By creating a snapshot from Super Code family Chemistry, a new 
(standard) family is created which includes all codes that the Super Family has 
as its members at this time. While a Super Family reflects any changes in regard 
to the members of any of its combined families, a snapshot will not change. 
This is identical to creating snapshot from Super Codes.

Snapshots are a means to audit the process of your analysis. By comparing 
Super Families with previous snapshots, you can see how and in which 
direction your thoughts have developed.
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To create a snapshot family, select a super family in a family manager. Then 
select the menu option MISCELLANEOUS / CREATE SNAPSHOT.

By default the post-fix (SN + a consecutive number] is added to the name.

Additional Query Tool Functions

Stack Management

Several functions are available in pocket calculator style as a series of buttons. 
Other functions can be activated by context menus opened in one of the list 
panes.

Clear the complete term stack of expressions.

Swaps the two top elements of the stack. Use if you mix up the input order.

"Push" a copy of the topmost element onto the stack (in other words: 
duplicate it). This is a useful feature if you need to replicate a complex 
expression.

If you created new coding that affect the current query while the Query Tool is 
open, you have to click RECALC to reprocess the query.

UNDO removes the topmost entry from the stack. This is convenient if you 
clicked on the wrong code.

Redo pushes the last removed entry back onto the stack.

The functions above are also available from the context menu of the term 
stack pane.

More Functions

Context Menus

Several context menus are available in the various panes of the Query Tool that 
complement the functions available via the buttons. Most items in the context 
menus serve an informational need.

The code family pane's context menu has a single command: Display Codes. 
Select to view the member codes of the selected code family.
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Figure 193: Super family and its snapshot

Figure 194: Query tool stack functions
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The code pane's menu offers information about the selected code neighbors, 
the term (i.e., query) if it is a Super Code, embedding, embedded and co-
occurring codes.

The context menu for the term stack pane resembles the stack function buttons 
described above. 
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Figure 195: Context menu of the code family pane

Figure 196: Context menu of the codes pane
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The results pane’s menu offers information about the neighbors (codes, other 
quotations, memos), embedding, embedded, or co-occurring codes of a 
selected "hit." A further option offers the possibility to remove the selected hit 
from the results list, to create a report or to create a PD family based on all PDs 
included in the results.

The last option is very useful in the search of patterns and typologies in your 
data. It is also of good service when working with images as in a lot of cases 
the image itself is the unit of analysis.
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Figure 197: Context menu of the term stack pane

Figure 198: Context menu of the results pane
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Co-occurrence Tools

The Co-occurrence Explorer works on a different logic than the Query Tool. In 
the Query Tool the user has to determine and select codes or code families and 
the appropriate operator. The results are a list of quotations. The Co-
occurrence Explorer by default looks for all codes that co-occur in the margin 
area combining the operators WITHIN, ENCLOSES, OVERLAPS, OVERLAPPED 
BY and AND without the user having to select a a specific code, code family or 
operator. It is however possible to work with filters, so that the tool is not 
always creating output for all data and all codes.

The Co-occurrence Tools offer two output choices. You can either view the 
results in form of a hierarchical tree or in form of a table. Below you see an 
example for both.

How to open the Co-occurrence Tools
Select Tools / Co-occurrence Tools and then select either the tree or the 
table explorer.

The Co-occurrence Tree Explorer
When running the tree explorer, you only see the root objects when it opens. 
Open the branches by clicking on the + sign to see the the co-occuring codes 
on the first level and the associated quotations on the second level.
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Figure 199: Expanding to code and quotation level in the tree explorer
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The same option is available for primary documents. If you expand the branch 
for Primary Docs, you can see which codes have been applied to this PD. 
Further, you can expand to the quotation level to look at the material coded 
there.

Let's take a look at a potential question that the Co-occurrence Tree Explorer 
can answer:

With one click you can see which codes were used when the code”name of 
suspect: Kominiski” was applied: the description of the suspect, his potential 
motive and a list of reasons why he was suspected. If you expand the tree one 
more level you gain access to the full context with a click on the quotation link.

In the section “Explaining frequency count and number of quotations listed“ 
on page 304 it is explained how to interpret the listed quotations. If you want a 
count of the number of quotations that co-occur, you need to run the table 
explorer (see below). 

The Co-occurrence Table Explorer
The Co-occurrence Table Explorer in comparison to the Tree Explorer shows 
the frequencies of co-occurrence in form of a matrix similar to a correlation 
matrix that you may know from statistical software. 
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Figure 200: The Co-occurrence Explorer Tree View
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To produce such a table, select TOOLS / CO-OCCURRENCE TOOLS / TABLE EXPLORER:

Using the default settings, a c-coefficient is immediately displayed (see figure 
207) as well. In figure 201 above, you only see the frequencies of how often 
each pair of codes co-occurs. The reason for this is to explain the content and 
handling of the table step-by-step. You find more information on the c-
coefficient below on page 305.

The entry n/a indicates that the pair of codes does not co-occur anywhere in 
the data material (= not applicable).

Toolbar
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Figure 201: Co-occurrence Explorer Table View
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User-defined content

If you have not set a code family as filter, all co-occurrences for each pair of 
codes will be displayed. This potentially results in a huge table. Therefore, in 
the columns to the left of the table, you can select the codes that should be 
listed in the columns and rows. This produces more purposeful tables.

• In the first column, select the codes to be displayed in the columns using the 
usual Windows selection techniques for multiple item selecting via the Ctrl or 
Shift key.

In the second column, select the codes to be displayed in the rows.

Activate the option Use selected codes. You find this option above the two 
selecting fields.
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Figure 202: The co-occurrence explorer toolbar
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The table below provides a good overview of the reasons why the five suspects 
Cohen, Feigenbaum, Kaminski, Kelly and Kosminski were suspected:

As of this writing (version 6.2) the column with the code labels for the rows 
cannot  be expanded and you need to move your mouse over the cell entry 
to see the full code label. This will change in version 7.

Another way to reduce the codes to be displayed in the table is by setting a 
code family as filter before running the Co-occurrence Table Explorer.
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Figure 204: Co-occurrence Table Explorer with selected codes

Figure 203: Select codes to be displayed in either the columns or rows of the  
table
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Inspecting Content

In order to see the quotations associated with the two co-occuring codes, the 
table cell can be expanded as shown in figure 205. The quotations in the drop-
down list provide a direct link to the data in context.

The number of co-occurrences in the above example is two, however three 
quotations are listed. Why this is the case is explained next.

Explaining frequency count and number of quotations listed

The co-occurrence frequency does not count single quotations it counts co-
occurrence „events“. If a single quotation is coded by two codes, this would 
count as a single co-occurrence. The complications arise when we take 
overlapping quotations into account. In such a case when each of the two 
quotations is coded by one of the codes, this also counts as a single co-
occurrence. However, in the cell drop down list you will find both quotations. 
In fact there are currently no means to discriminate between a single 
quotation’s „strong“ co-occurrence and the „weak“ case for two quotations in 
close proximity. The drop down list will display an ordered list of all quotations 
for all co-occurrence events for the pair of codes. 

Take a look at figure 205 above. Quotation 11:34 and quotation 11:35 (the 
two codes for “reasons suspected” are embedded within the larger segment, 
quotation 11:164, coded with “name of the suspect: Cohen”. This is shown by 
the quotation references and if you look at the quotation in the context of the 
data (see figure 206 below). The references indicate that the quotes are from a 
PDF document and can be found on page 7:

Quotation 11:35 starts at character 1 and ends at character 196.

Quotation 11:34 starts at character 941 and ends at character 1379.

Quotation 11:164 starts at character 1 and and at character 1379.

If you want to read more on quotation references see page 184.
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Figure 205: Expanded cell in the Co-occurrence Table Explorer
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Thus, there are three quotations, but only two co-occurrences that are counted 
for the frequency count. 

Clustering quotations

If you want to count embedded quotations as only one count, you find an 
option for this in the tool bar called Cluster Quotations (see button to the left).

C-Coefficient

Using the default settings, in addition to the frequency count the so called c-
coefficient is displayed. You can display or hide it (see button to the left). The 
c-coefficient indicates the strength of the relation between  two codes similar 

to a correlation coefficient. 

The calculation of the c-coefficient is based on approaches borrowed from 
quantitative content analysis (see Garcia, 2006). Thus, interpreting such a 
coefficient is only meaningful with a sizable data set and not for an interview 
study with 10 respondents. Given the possibility to work with survey data to 
analyze open-ended questions, it however is a valuable addition to the other 
more qualitative  oriented analysis tools that ATLAS.ti provides. 
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Figure 206: Explaining the relation between frequency of cocccurence and number of quotations

Figure 207: Co-occurrence Table displaying c-coefficients
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The c-coefficient should vary between 0: codes do not co-occur, and 1: these 
two codes co-occur wherever they are used. It is calculated as follows:

c := n12/(n1 + n2) – n12

n12 = co-occurrence frequency of two codes c1 and c2, whereby n1 and n2 
are their occurrence frequency 

What you may experience is the following: 

• Out of range. The C-index exceeds the 0 - 1 range it is supposed to stay 
with. 

• Colored circles. Cells can have additional visual cues, e.g., a red, yellow or 
orange circle. 

Out of range

The c-index (structurally resembling the Tanimoto and Jaquard Coefficient, 
which are similarity measures) assumes separate non-overlapping text entities. 
Only then can we expect a correct range of values. 

However, ATLAS.ti’s quotations may overlap to any degree. Overlaps would 
only then bear no problem if there wasn't any „coding redundancy“ (the ones 
you can eliminate using the Coding Analyzer, see page 381 for further detail). 
Let's look at a few scenarios. 

Case 1: Two differently coded quotations overlap, we assume no more 
quotations available. Let P1 be a textual document, q1 and q2 be quotations 
and a,b be codes. q1 is coded with a, q2 is coded with b. 

Using the formula: c := n_ab/(n_a + n_b) – n_ab, we get: 

n_ab = 1 one co-occurrence of a and b 
n_a = 1, n_b = 1 a and b each code exactly one quotation. 
c = 1/(1 + 1) – 1 = 1 

Such a scenario results in the maximum co-occurrence of 1 !

Case 2: q1 is coded with both codes a and b, the overlapping quotation q2 is 
coded with b. 
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Figure 208: Out of range example 1

Figure 209: Out of range example 2
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n_ab = 2. q1 alone counts for a co-occurrence event and the overlapping 
q1*q2 for another. 

n_a = 1, n_b = 2 
c = 2/(1 + 2) – 2 = 2!! 

This results in a value of twice the allowed maximum. Thus, the C index is not 
appropriate to correctly represent co-occurrence in redundantly overlapping 
texts. If the c-coefficient exceeds 1, you need to do some cleaning up and 
eliminate the redundant codes. ATLAS.ti currently does not correct such 
redundancies automatically.

Correcting the redundant overlaps, could for example look like this:

We get three quotations. q1' coded with a and b, q1*2 coded with a and b, 
q2' coded with b: 

n_ab = 2, n_a = 2, n_b = 3 
c = 2/(2 + 3) – 2 = 2/3 = 0.67 

The result is within the allowed range and it correctly takes into account that of 
the three possible co-occurrence events only two apply. 

To detect and correct redundant coding, select TOOLS / CODINGS ANALYZER. See 
page 381.

Colored Circles

Circles with different colors are painted into a cell's upper right corner when 
certain conditions apply. 

Red circle: When the c-index exceeds 1 (see “Out of range“ on page 306).  In 
addition to the red circle, the entire cell is highlighted in yellow.

Yellow circle: An inherent issue with the C-index and similar measures is that it 
is distorted by code frequencies that differ too much. In such cases the 
coefficient tends to be much smaller than the potential significance of the  co-
occurrence. For instance, if you had coded 100 quotations with code 
"depression" and 10 with "mother" and you had 5 co-occurrences: 
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Figure 210: Out of range example 2 normalized

Figure 211: Examples of yellow and red circle markers
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n_dep = 100, n_mother = 10, n_dep-mother = 5 
c = 5/(100 + 10) - 5 = 5/105 = 0.048 

A c index of only 0.048 may slip your eye easily, although code "mother" 
appears in 50% of all its applications with code "depression". Looking from 
code "depression" only 5% co-occurr with code "mother". 

If the ratio between the codes frequencies exceeds a certain threshold 
(currently 5 but will be user definable in the future) the yellow light goes on in 
the cell. So whenever a cell shows the yellow marker it should invite you to 
look into the co-occurrences of this cell despite a low c-index. 

When the mouse hovers over a cell with a yellow mark, a pop-up displays 
the ratio of the two codes. 

Orange Circle: The orange circle is simply a mixture of the red and yellow 
conditions. 

Colors

Coloring helps in detecting co-occurrences. The following options are provided:

Cell colors

You can choose among three colors for the table cells: blue, red and green. To 
select a different color, click on the color button in the tool bar.

All cells showing that a co-occurance exist are colored with the selected color. 
Different color intensities are used to indicate the strength of the association. 
The higher the c-coefficient, the lighter the color. This is also the case if the c-
coefficient is not displayed.

In order not to present a misleading image, all cells displaying an out-of-range 
number (> 1) are colored in yellow. 
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Figure 213: Three alternative colors and their shades by size of c-
coefficient

Figure 212: Setting the color channel for table cells
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Passive View

If you just want to get feeling for potential patters in your data, try the passive 
view, which is a detached image that only shows colors. 

Data Export 

RTF (qualitative)

You can either export a list of the co-occuring codes, or the list including 
quotation IDs and names in form of an rtf file. The the full content of the 
quotations cannot be exported as this potentially results in very large outputs.

To export the list of co-occuring codes, select CODES / OUTPUT / PRINT CO-
OCCURRING CODES. 

Next you are asked whether to include the quotation lists (= ID plus name of 
the quotation.

Next, select the output destination (Editor, File, Printer).
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Figure 215: Example of a passive overview as an aid to detect pattern

Figure 214: A yellow cell and a red circle indicate an out of range coefficient
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Excel (quantitative)

You can either export the frequency counts of the c-coefficient. If the c-
coefficient is activated, then the coefficient is included in the output; if not, the 
Excel table shows the frequency of coccurrence.

To create an Excel table  of either the frequency counts of the c-coefficients, 
click in the Excel button in the tool bar.

As output select destination File & Run.

Save the file and wait for Excel  (OpenOffice Calc) to be opened. Confirm 
the conversion of the data.

Application 
The two Co-occurrence Tools are very useful for many kinds of analysis. But 
not all options make sense for all type of data. If you have a smaller data set 
like a typical interview study with 10 to 20 respondents, then taking a look at 
the frequency count for exploratory purposes is likely to provide some new 
ideas and you may gain new insights. The c-coefficient is useful when working 
with larger amounts of cases and structured data like open-ended questions 
from surveys. If you use the c-index, pay attention to the additional colored 
hints. As your data base is qualitative, the c-coefficient is not the same as for 
instance a Pearson correlation coefficient and therefore also no p-values are 
provided.

In any case, co-occurrence measures need to be clearly understood, not only 
for the mechanical but also for semantic issues involved in their meaningful 
interpretation (e.g., mixed application of codes with different level like broader 
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Figure 216: List of co-occuring codes in rtf format
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and sub terms). Furthermore, you need to be aware of the artifacts enforced by 
a table approach like being reduced to a pairwise comparison. Higher order co-
occurrences which would take more than two codes into account need more 
elaborate methods. 

References: Garcia (2004) http://www.miislita.com/semantics/c-index-1.html

Codes-Primary Documents Cross-Tabulation

Even though a bit hidden, a further analysis tool with an emphasis on 
quantitative output is the Codes-Primary-Documents-Table. You find this 
option under the menu CODES / OUTPUT. 

The table is available as internal report within ATLAS.ti in text format, or can 
be exported to Excel. The internal report displays all PDs as columns and the 
codes as rows. The Excel table reverses the table: codes are shown as columns 
and PDs as rows. 

The table contains either a frequency count for each code per document, or a 
word count of the coded segments per code and primary document. 

When creating such a table, it is useful to set code families and PD families as 
filters first. Exporting a table that for instance contains 150 codes (= columns) 
and 40 documents (= rows) is not likely to provide useful information unless 
you want to use this table as input to a statistical package. 

A useful application is a comparison across different groups of documents for a 
particular category of codes. Thus, you are likely to create such a table if you 
have a certain research question in your mind. This will guide you to create the 
code and PD families you need to construct your query. For example:

You have interviewed 10 women and 10 men in two cities and want to 
compare location and gender regarding certain issues you have been asking 
about like their thoughts and feelings about nuclear power plants after the 
accident in Fukushima, Japan in the spring of 2011. You have codes like fear, 
worries, belief in technology, change of focus towards renewable energies, no 
change, indifference. The Codes-Primary-Documents-Table can provide an 
overview of how often these codes have been applied to the various groups of 
documents (see figure ref below)
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In order to create such a table, you need four Super-PD-Families (see “Super
Families“ on page 289) based on the four base families for gender and 
location:

female / location A,
female / location B,
male / location A,
male / location B,
and a code family for the codes fear, worries, belief in technology, change of 
focus, no change and indifference (assuming that you have used a few more 
codes than just these seven). Then you create four tables and copy them all 
into one spread sheet. In most cases the totals are of highest interest and not 
the count for each individual PD. But this could of course also be the case, 
depending on your type of data and the kind of questions you are interested in.

Based on this first result, you can aggregate the data further and could come 
up with the following comparisons:
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Figure 217: A possible outcome of creating Codes-Primary-Document tables for various PD families
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How to create a Codes-Primary-Documents-Table

Exporting the entire data set

If you want to create table based on all of your data for import into another 
software for further statistical analysis, 

Select CODES / OUTPUT / CODES-PRIMARY-DOCUMENTS-TABLE  → QUOTATION COUNT 
(EXCEL) or WORD COUNT (EXCEL).

Select as output destination File (or FILE & RUN if you want to view the table 
first).

Enter a name for the Excel file or accept the default name. Wait for Excel or 
OpenOffice Calc to open in case you have chosen the File & Run option. 
Accept the request to convert the data.

If you accept the default name and create a second table, make sure that a) 
the previous table is no longer open in Excel, otherwise you produce a 
protection violation error, and b) that you save the second table under a 
new name or otherwise you overwrite the first table.

Preparing tables to compare sub groups of data

If you want to compare groups of data, this means that you have to create PD 
families or Super-PD families first (see “Creating Families“ on page 240 and “ 
How to create a Super Family“ on page 290). In addition, in most cases you 
probably only want to look at a specific aspect described by a certain group of 
codees. This means you also have to set a code family as filter as well. 

To set PD family as filter, select Documents / Filter / Families →

To set a code family as filter, select Codes / Filter / Families →
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Figure 218: Further aggregation of the data
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All filtered lists and managers appear in a pale yellow color so it is easy to 
recognize where you have set a filter.

Create the table by selecting CODES /  OUTPUT / CODES-PRIMARY-DOCUMENTS-TABLE → 
and then select the option you need: Quotation Count or Word count; the 
internal or the Excel table.

The internal report looks best using a proportional font like Courier or Courier  
New. The filter settings are listed in the report.
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Figure 219: Internal report of a Codes-Primary-Documents-Table
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Calculating Inter-Coder Reliability using CAT

Some programs offer rudimentary forms of inter-coder reliability calculation 
as an internal tool, but we have found CAT, a free external tool, to an 
excellent addition to ATLAS.ti. Being that it is free, very easy to handle, 
closely integrated with the ATLAS.ti data format and sporting powerful 
functionality, we recommend it as a useful add-on rather than reinvent the 
wheel. 

The Coding Analysis Toolkit is a web based add-on tool to ATLAS.ti that 
allows you to calculate inter-coder reliability for ATLAS.ti coded data. 

You can access the tool via the following web site: http://cat.ucsur.pitt.edu/. 
To use the tool, you need to register and create a user account. Privacy issues 
are explained on the website. If you don't want to use CAT via their official 
website, you can host your own version of CAT from the project source code.

CAT offers the following analysis options to compare the coding of two coders:

The standard comparison allows you to either calculate a Kappa value or 
Krippendorff's alpha. The Code-by-Code comparison shows you the data 
content and thus offers a qualitative means of comparing coded data by 
coders. The third options allows a comparison based on families.

Standard comparison
Once the data is uploaded the tool for the standard comparison looks as 
follows:
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Figure 220: CAT: Analysis options

http://cat.ucsur.pitt.edu/
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Below you see an excerpt of a comparison results. The results show a perfect 
match as two identical HUs only differing by author were merged.

Validation
In a less than perfect world, the coders will probably not agree one hundred 
percent.  Therefore CAT offers a validation function where the coders involved 
can look at each coded segments, or only at those segments where the 
agreement was unsatisfactory. This way, coders can discuss the results and 
come to a better common understanding of what a a particular code means 
and how it should be applied.
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Figure 221: CAT comparison tool for calculating inter-coder reliability

Figure 222: Result of an inter-coder comparison
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Further resources
You find detailed tutorials on the CAT website:

• Quick start guide: http://cat.ucsur.pitt.edu/CAT_quickstart_final.pdf

• Instructions for preparing ATLAS.ti data for upload: 
http://cat.ucsur.pitt.edu/uploadInstructions.aspx

• Video tutorial for preparing ATLAS.ti for upload: 
http://www.screencast.com/users/stustu12/folders/Default/media/ffea5d5
4-  2487-4535-9f79-71421910ec14  
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Figure 223: Validation process: Checking for differences

http://www.screencast.com/users/stustu12/folders/Default/media/ffea5d54-2487-4535-9f79-71421910ec14
http://www.screencast.com/users/stustu12/folders/Default/media/ffea5d54-2487-4535-9f79-71421910ec14
http://www.screencast.com/users/stustu12/folders/Default/media/ffea5d54-2487-4535-9f79-71421910ec14
http://cat.ucsur.pitt.edu/uploadInstructions.aspx
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Network Views

The word "network" is an ubiquitous and powerful metaphor found in many 
different fields of research and application. Flow charts in project planning, text 
graphs in hypertext systems, cognitive models of memory and knowledge 
representation (semantic networks) are all networks that serve to represent 
complex information by intuitively accessible graphic means. One of the most 
attractive properties of graphs is their intuitive graphical presentation, mostly in 
form of two-dimensional layouts of labeled nodes and links.

In contrast with linear, sequential representations (e.g., text), presentations of 
knowledge in networks resemble more closely the way human memory and 
thought is structured. Cognitive "load" in handling complex relationships is 
reduced with the aid of spatial representation techniques. ATLAS.ti uses 
networks to help represent and explore conceptual structures. Networks add a 
heuristic "right brain" approach to qualitative analysis. 

Along with using networks for "mind mapping" and the visual design of 
theoretical models, you can exploit the structural properties of code-networks 
to enhance the retrieval of quotations. Using networks for retrieval purposes is 
a well known technique in information retrieval. In that domain, a structured 
sets of keywords is usually referred to as a thesaurus. This usage of networks 
for semantic retrieval will be described at “Semantic Operators” on page 272 in 
more detail.
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Networks are 
more than just 
graphics!

Figure 224: Example of an ATLAS.ti network view
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Nodes and Links
The term “network” is formally defined within graph theory, a branch of 
discrete mathematics. A network is defined as a set of nodes (or "vertices") 
and links. A node in a network may be linked to an arbitrary number of other 
nodes.

The number of links for any one node is called its degree; e.g., a node with a 
degree of zero is not linked at all. Another simple formal property of a network 
is its order: the number of its nodes. You may make practical use of the degree 
of nodes by using it as a sorting criterion in the codes list window. The column 
‘Density’ in the Code Manager represents the degree of a code.

Directed and Non-Directed Links

Links are usually drawn as lines between the connected nodes in graphical 
presentations of networks. Furthermore, a link between two nodes may be 
directed or not. A directed connection is drawn with an arrow. With directed 
links, source and target nodes must be distinguished. The source node is where 
the link starts and the target node is where it ends: the destination to which the 
arrow points. The terms connection and link are synonymous.

Links are created either implicitly (e.g., when coding a quotation, the quotation 
is "linked" to a code), or explicitly by the user. The latter option is described in 
detail in this chapter.

Strictly speaking, code-quotation associations (“codings”) also form a network:
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Figure 225: Examples of directed and non-directed links
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But you cannot name these links, the code is simply associated with a quotation 
through the act of coding. In a network view you can visualize these links. In 
ATLAS.ti all unnamed links are referred to as weak links, all named links are 
referred to as strong links.

Strong and Weak Links

Strong links – or “first class” links – are links based on relations. Strong links are 
entities by themselves, with names, authors, comments, and other properties. A 
strong link is only a link between a code and another code or a quote and 
another quote.

Weak links are links that do not have individual properties, e.g., the links 
between quotations and codes, between codes and memos, between a family 
and its members.

Network vs. Network View

The difference between a ‘Network’ and a ‘Network View’ is an important 
distinction that is necessary to understand the way networks are handled within 
ATLAS.ti.

An ATLAS.ti network is the set of all objects and their links inside the 
Hermeneutic Unit (HU). It exists independently of any display-oriented 
characteristics (layout, color, line width, etc.). It is the logical structure of the 
HU's objects. It exists even before the first Network View is created.

A Network View is typically only a subset of this global structure of nodes and 
links combined with an individual layout of nodes. It is like viewing the same 
thing, i.e., the network, from different angles and with different pieces visible.
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Network View 
= logical 
structure + 
visual layout

Figure 226: Code-quotations links
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Node Types

The user can manipulate and display almost all objects within the HU as nodes 
in a network view: quotations, codes, code families, memos, memo families, 
other network views, primary documents (PDs), and PD families. The following 
discussion applies to all nodes regardless of their type. 

See “Node Types” on page 324 further details.

Relations
ATLAS.ti allows you to establish named links to more clearly express the nature 
of the relationships between concepts. With named links, you may express a 
sentence like "a broken leg causes pain" by two nodes (the source node 
"broken leg" and the target node "pain") connected with a named link 
("causes" or "is-cause-of"). 

The name of a link is displayed in the Network Editor as a label attached to the 
link midway between the two connected nodes. Six pre-set relations - or link 
types - are available in ATLAS.ti. These standard relations can be substituted, 
modified, or supplemented by user-defined relations. The default relations are 
listed in the table below. C1 and C2 are source and target nodes, respectively.

Relation Label 1 Label 2 Width Color Formal Attribute Layout Direction

C1 is-associated-with C2 == R 1 Black Symmetric 

C1 is-part-of C2 [] G 1 Black Transitive 

C1 is-cause-of C2 => N 1 Black Transitive 

C1 contradicts C2 <> A 1 Black Symmetric 

C1 is-a C2 Isa 0 2 Black Transitive 

C1 noname C2 1 Black Symmetric 

C1 is-property-of C2 *} P 1 Black Asymmetric 

Some of these characteristics directly affect the display of links, while others 
affect processing (e.g., search routines, automatic layout). A link between 
concepts is displayed in a Network Editor by a line with the relation’s label. You 
can choose from three different labels (label 1, label 2 and the name used for 
the menu when selecting a relation). 

The “formal attribute” affects both the display and processing capabilities of a 
relation. For example: All asymmetric relations are symbolized in the Network 
Editor with an arrow pointing toward the target code. Symmetric relations are 
displayed with an arrow at both ends. 

A typical transitive relation is the is-cause-of relation: if C1 is-cause-of C2 and 
C2 is-cause-of C3, it follows that C1 is-cause-of C3. Transitive relations also 
enable the "semantic retrieval"  (see “Semantic Operators” on page 272.

The following properties are user-definable: the two labels and the menu text, 
which can be used as alternative display options, the width and color of the line 
linking two nodes, whether a link is directed or non-directed, and the preferred 
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A default set of 
relations is 
provided. You 
may define your 
own.
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layout direction. The preferred layout direction affects the layout of a network 
when ATLAS.ti automatically arranges the nodes. See “Layout Procedures” on 
page 340.

Link vs. Relation

It is important to understand the difference between a relation (or a link type) 
and the link itself: There is only one "is part of" relation, but potentially many 
links using it. In the Network View below, the relation "consequence" is used 
only once, while the relation “strategy” is used four times. 

Another way to think of links and relations is to view links as instances of 
relations. Links are well informed about the characteristics of relations, which 
define their styles. If a characteristic of a relation is changed (e.g., line width, 
color, symbol), these changes are propagated to all links using it.

 

The Role of Relations

It is useful to understand the role that relations play in the construction of a 
theory. The concepts (codes) that are linked using relations represent aspects of 
the problem domain under investigation. On the other hand, the relations used 
to link these domain concepts are part of the methodology used to analyze the 
phenomena. As important epistemological tools they constitute the main 
questions that guide the development of a model or a theory. 

The "Grounded Theory" method of Glaser & Strauss uses relations like "is-
phenomenon, "is-context-of,” "is-consequence-of,” "is-condition-for,” "is-
strategy-for," etc., to relate concepts found during the data-oriented open 
coding phase.

In the analysis of argumentation structures, other relations are more suitable: 
e.g., "is evidence of,” "is contradictory to,” "warrants," etc. A medical expert 
attempting to capture diagnostic knowledge would use, e.g., "is-symptom-of,” 
and "is medication for.”
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Relations are 
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word processor. 
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Figure 227: Four links using two relations, “strategy” and 
“consequence”
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The Network Editor 

The Network Editor offers an intuitive and powerful method to create and 
manipulate network structures. It favors a direct manipulation technique: You 
can literally "grab" codes, quotations, memos, or other objects using your 
cursor and move them around the screen as well as draw and cut links between 
them. 

The following describes various methods available for creating and editing 
Network Views. 

The Network Editor has two "helper" windows ("NWE-Toolbox" and 
"Alignment Tool") that offer convenient support for some tasks.

The Relation Editor for maintaining the relation "database," and for creating 
and editing relations is described in a separate chapter (see “The Relation
Editor” on page 344).

Network View Characteristics

Network Views have certain important characteristics: 

• Several different Network Views on the same network are possible. 

• Network Views can be given names under which they are stored and 
accessed inside the HU.

• Network Views can be commented.

• Network Views are displayed and edited in the Network Editor.

• Network Views allow individual layout of the nodes.

• As a node, a single object can be a member of any number of Network 
Views, just like a code can be an element of more than one code family.

• An object, e.g., a specific code, can only appear once in any Network View.
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The Network 
Editor lets you 
visually connect 
codes and other 
objects to 
create semantic 
networks or 
hypertext webs.

Figure 228: The Network Editor and its helpers
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Network Views allow for a flexible but logically consistent display of the 
network of objects, so there are a few constraints to keep in mind:

If code A is linked to code B using the relation “is associated with”, then every 
Network View that contains code A and code B will necessarily include the 
relation“is associated with” between the two. Furthermore, as only one link 
can exist between any two nodes at any given time, no Network View will 
display any other relation between those two nodes. 

If however, you want to link code A and B differentely in a different network 
view, then you need to work with “dummy or modifier codes”. These are 
empty codes, i.e. you have not used them for coding, but you need them to 
modify a relation.

Node Types
The following object classes can be displayed and edited as nodes within the 
Network Editor. The display characteristics of the nodes can be altered in a 
variety of ways. 

Codes as Nodes

Codes are probably the most prominent objects in ATLAS.ti networks. They 
provide the main ingredients for models and theories. 

Memos as Nodes

Memos in networks are often an important supplement to code networks.

Several theoretical memos can be imported into a network to map out their 
relationship.  The visual layout provides comfortable territory for moving from 
memo to memo to read and contemplate each individually and the 
relationship(s) between them.

When dragging a piece of text from a "drag-enabled" application (like MS 
Word™) into a Network Editor, the text becomes a memo with an 
automatically assigned title. The title can be renamed later.
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Figure 229: Using modifier codes for case-based network views
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Primary Documents as Nodes

PDs as nodes are useful sometimes, but in the presence of quotations may 
clutter the view by myriad links. However, PDs as nodes make a nice graphical 
content table for graphical primary documents. When selecting the option 
DISPLAY/FULL IMAGE FOR PDS, "thumbnail" images of the PDs are displayed. This 
option only affects graphical Pds. 

Windows Explorer are used as standard icons for PD nodes (indicating  the file 
of the document): 

Quotations as Nodes

Quotations and codes have one thing in common that is not true for the other 
objects. They can link to each other (quotations to quotations and code to 
codes) with fully qualified "first class" links using relations. 

The inclusion of quotations in a Network View supports the construction and 
inspection of hyperlink structures.

Textual quotations can be included in a Network View by simply dragging a 
piece of text from the PD.

Families as Nodes

Families are a useful device to group codes, memos, or PDs that belong to one 
concept. Instead of displaying all of the codes belonging to the concept, the 
Code Family may be displayed. 

The links between families and their members are depicted by a dotted red line.
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Figure 231: Display of quotations based on its  
media format

Figure 230: PD node 
icons
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Network Views as Nodes

The node icon and label for network views:

Network Views as nodes allow the inclusion of Network Views in other 
Network Views.  The Network View’s context menu offers the option to open 
the View in a separate Network Editor. This is also available via double-click 
with Ctrl pressed.

Basic Network View Procedures

Creating Network Views

Two methods for creating Network Views are available. The first one creates an 
empty Network View into which objects are imported in sequential steps. The 
other method creates a Network View from a selected object and its neighbors.

To create a new Network View

Select NETWORKS / NEW NETWORK VIEW from the HU editor's main menu or from 
the drop down list offered by the Network button in the main toolbar.

Enter a name for the new Network View. A Network Editor opens.

Import nodes with any of the methods described in the section “ Nodes“ 
below.
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Figure 233: Network view as node

Figure 232: Families as nodes
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To open a Network View on an Object

A Network View for an object is created with a selected object and its 
neighbors. Proceed as follows:

Open an Object Manager (e.g., the Code Manager), or the Object Explorer, 
or righ click on an object in the margin area.

Select one or more objects with a left mouse click.

In Object Managers, you can click the network button. For an object selected 
in the Object Explorer, select OPEN NETWORK VIEW from the context menu 

A Network Editor opens with the selected object and its neighbors.

If multiple objects are selected, their neighbors are not automatically 
included in the network view. You can import their neighbors in a 
subsequent step.

The nodes are initially placed using the semantic layout procedure, but can be 
rearranged manually.

More nodes can be added to this Network View using different techniques (see 
“ Nodes” on page 327 for details).

Each time a network is opened on a selected object, a new Network View is 
created. There is no need to save it, as you can easily display it at any time 
following the steps above. If you rearrange the nodes and want to preserve 
the new layout, or if you add or remove nodes, then you need to save it 
explicitly (NETWORK / SAVE AS). Saved Network Views can be selected from 
the pick list or the Network View Manager.

Adding Nodes to a Network View

There are several options available for including objects in a Network View.

Via Drag & Drop

From Object Managers, the Object Explorer or the margin area: You can add 
nodes by dragging objects from Object Managers, the Network View Manager, 
the Family Manager, the margin, or the Object Explorer into the Network 
Editor. Drag & drop gives you better control of the initial position of the 
imported nodes.

Open the Network View to which you want new objects imported.

Open the manager(s) for objects (code list, memo list, etc.) that you want to 
import into a Network View.

Select the node(s) you want to import into the Network View.

Drag the selected objects into the Network Editor.

Drag selections of a primary text: This method creates nodes from textual 
quotations or new selections of text.

Open the PD that contains the text that you want to import into a Network 
View.
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Make a selection within the PD or select an existing quotation.

Drag the selected text into the Network Editor.

Release the mouse button at the position you want the new node to be 
placed. A new node is created and displayed. If a quotation did not yet exist 
for the selection of text, it will now be created.

Drag text from other applications: This method allows you to drag text from 
drag & drop-compliant applications like Word™ into a Network Editor. Text 
dragged from Word™ is converted into a new memo and displayed as a node. 

Open the application from which you want to drag selections of text in to a 
Network Editor.

Mark the piece of text within the (other) application.

Move the mouse pointer over the selected text. The pointer changes its 
appearance

Hold down the left mouse button and drag the selected text into the 
Network Editor.

Release the mouse button at the position you want the new node to be 
placed with its upper left corner. A new node is created and displayed.

Via the Import Nodes dialog

The Import Nodes window offers access to all available node types. The list 
pane offers a context menu to select or deselect all displayed objects.

Choose NODES / IMPORT NODES from the Network Editor's menu. A window 
opens, offering objects to be imported. Only objects that are not already 
members of the present view are listed. 

First, select the type of node you want listed in the list pane from the node-
type drop-down list.

Select the objects to be imported into the Network View. 

Click Import.
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Figure 234: Import nodes window
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The imported objects are placed along the upper left corner of the Network 
Editor. You can either distribute them manually by moving each node with the 
mouse, or you can place them automatically by (mis-)using the option LAYOUT / 
SEMANTIC LAYOUT.

Selecting Nodes and Links

Selecting nodes is an important first step for all subsequent operations targeted 
at individual objects within a Network View. Such operations have their 
corresponding menu commands in the main menu of the Network Editor. 

To select a single node

Move the mouse pointer over the node to be selected. The mouse pointer 
changes its appearance.

Click the left mouse button.

The selected node will be displayed inverted.

All previously selected nodes are deselected. 

To select multiple nodes - method 1

Hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard.

Select a node as described above.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 for every node to be selected.

To select multiple nodes - method 2 ("marquee selection"):

This method is very efficient if the nodes to be selected fit into an imaginary 
rectangle.

Move the mouse pointer above and left to one of the nodes to be selected. 

Hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse pointer down and 
right to cover all nodes to be selected with the selection marquee.

Release the mouse button.

Linking Nodes

The links between nodes in a network are real connections between the 
objects. Therefore, creating and removing links should not be regarded as 
solely "cosmetic" operations. Links make permanent changes to the HU.

There are several ways to link nodes:

To link two nodes using the toolbar icon

Select a node in a network view and click on the Link button in the toolbar. 

A red “rupper band” appears. Move the cross that you see at the end of the 
line on top of another node and left click.

If you link two codes to each other or two quotations, then a list of relations 
pops up. Select one of the offered relations via a left click.
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The two nodes are now linked to each other. In case of a first-class link 
between two codes or between two quotations, the relation name is displayed 
either within the link line, above the line (rotated) or within a box. 

You can set the link display options under DISPLAY / LINK DISPLAY. Further options 
are to select between three alternative names (lable 1, label 2 or menu label, 
see “The Relation Editors“ on page 344) and to select the display of symetric 
relations (just a line or two arrows at both ends). 

To link two nodes using mouse and keyboard

Place the mouse pointer over the source node. The mouse pointer changes 
its appearance to an arrow.

Hold down the SHIFT key on your keyboard.

Hold down the left mouse button and drag the mouse pointer to the target 
node. A red "rubber band" between the mouse pointer and the source node 
is drawn.

Release the SHIFT key.

Release the left mouse button.
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Figure 236: Display options for link labels

Figure 235: Linking two nodes
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Select a relation (applies to code-code and quote-quote links only). 

To link more than two nodes

If more than one source node is to be linked with a target node, use the 
following method.

Select the source nodes  (see” To select multiple nodes - method 1“ on page 
329). 

Choose LINKS / LINK NODES from the Network Editor's main menu, or click on 
the Link button in the toolbar.

Move the mouse pointer with the "rubber bands" to the target node and 
click the left mouse button.

In case of code-code and quotation-quotations links, you are prompted to 
select a common relation that applies to all links. You can modify the 
relations later, if needed. 

To link code nodes using the list method

Besides using the Network Editor for creating links between codes, you can also 
use the "CODES / LINK CODE TO" option available from the main menu or the code 
context menu.

Select the target code (i.e., the general, broader concept) in the Code 
Manager.

Select CODES / LINK CODE TO: / CODES from the main menu.

Select the source code(s) from the multiple-choice list. 

Select a relation that links the selected codes with the target code. If needed, 
the relation can be modified.

An immediate effect of linking can be noticed when the Code Manager is 
open: the ‘density’ counter for all linked codes is updated. 

As a reminder, Density counts all direct links to other codes. For instance, if six 
source codes are linked to one target code, the target code is incremented by 
6; each source code is incremented by one.

Using CODES / LINK CODE TO: From the HU Editor’s main menu, memos and 
quotations may also be linked to codes. Memos can also be linked to other 
memos, quotations, or codes via the menu option MEMO / LINK MEMO TO. 
However, no specific relation can be selected to link memos to other 
objects.

To create code-code and quotation-quotation links using the Object 
Manager

This is not really a topic for this chapter on the Network Editor but should be 
mentioned here: Codes and quotations can also be linked in the Code / 
Quotation Manager via drag & drop.

Identify the target item in the Object Manager’s list pane.
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Select one or more source items in the Object Manager’s list pane and drag 
them to the target item in the same pane. 

Select a relation from the list of relations. 

This is only available for codes and quotations in the Code and Quotation 
Managers.

Selecting a Link

Only “first class” links can be selected. First class or “strong” links can only 
exist between quotations or between codes. Selecting links is similar to 
selecting nodes.

Move the mouse pointer onto the label of the link to be selected.

The mouse pointer changes its appearance.

Click the left mouse button.

The selected link label will be displayed inverted. All previously selected 
nodes/links are deselected.

Selecting links is a convenient way to cut or flip multiple links (see “Cutting
Links” on page 333).
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Figure 237: Creating a Code-Code link in the Code Manager
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Deselecting Nodes and Links

To deselect a selected node or link: Hold down the CTRL key on your keyboard. 
Click on a selected node or link.

To deselect all nodes and links: Move the mouse cursor over the Network 
Editor's background. Double-click the left mouse button

Cutting Links

Several approaches to disconnecting previously linked nodes are available. 

The first method works for all types of links and is useful when many nodes 
linked to one other node are to be disconnected:

Select one or more nodes whose connections to another node are to be 
removed.

Choose LINKS / CUT LINKS from the Network Editor's menu or click on the Cut 
Links button in the toolbar.

Move the mouse pointer with the "rubber bands" to the target node.

Click the left mouse button

Alternatively:

Click on one or more link labels.

Choose LINKS / CUT LINKS from the Network Editor's menu or click on the Cut 
Links button in the toolbar.

Or:

Move the mouse pointer over a link label.

Right click and choose CUT LINK from the context menu.

The latter two methods work on "first class" links only: code-code or quote-
quote ("hyper") links.

Modifying Links

The type of a link (e.g., its Relation) can be changed in the Network Editor.

Right click on a link label and select CHANGE RELATION from the context menu.

The relation menu pops up. Select a different relation.

A very efficient way to manipulate first class links is offered by the Link 
Managers (see “Link Management” on page 344).

Selecting Neighbors

Neighbors are the nodes linked directly to a node. Using this procedure 
repeatedly selects a complete “connected graph”, which is a partial Network 
View where every node has a path (either a direct link or via intermediate 
nodes) to each other node.

To select neighbor nodes:

Select the initial nodes.
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Choose NODES / SELECT NEIGHBORS from the Network Editor's menu, or press 
CTRL-N on the keyboard.

To mark a complete connected sub-network, repeat the previous step until 
all nodes within the partial Network View are highlighted.

Selecting or deselecting all Nodes

To select all nodes or deselect all selected nodes, select NODES / DE-SELECT ALL 
NODES from the Network Editor’s main menu or press Ctrl-A on the keyboard.

Inverting the current selection

To invert the current selection, press Ctrl-I or select NODES / INVERSE SELECTION 
from the Network Editor’s main menu. This will select all unselected nodes and 
deselect all previously selected.

Moving Nodes

By moving nodes to different positions, you can modify an initial layout created 
by the automatic layout procedure.

For precision placement of nodes, use the node alignment procedure. To open 
it, right click on the background of the network view editor and select SHOW 
ALIGNMENT TOOLS.

Do not forget to save the Network View (and the HU itself at the end of the 
session) if you want to make the new layout permanent.

To move a single node 

Move the mouse pointer onto the node to be selected. 

Hold down the left mouse button.

Drag the selected node to its new position.

To move multiple nodes

Create a multiple selection of nodes as described above.

Hold down the CTRL-key and drag the selected nodes to their new position.
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Figure 238: Alignment tools  
in the network view editor
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To move nodes with the arrow keys

Select one or more nodes using the selection methods described at “Selecting
Nodes and Links” on page 329.

Use the arrow keys in combination with the CTRL key to move the node(s) 1 
pixel at a time in all four directions.

To undo an erroneous placement, use the function UNDO POSITIONING or the 
key combination CTRL+Z.

Removing and Deleting Nodes from Network Views

Removing nodes from the view simply removes the nodes from the Network 
View.  The nodes remain in the HU.  Removed nodes can be “re-imported” at 
any time using the node import functions described previously.  However, 
deleting nodes results in the deletion of the objects they represent from the 
entire HU—erasing codes, quotations, etc.!  Be cautious when deleting nodes!

To remove nodes from a Network View

Select the nodes to be excluded from the view.

From the Network Editor’s main menu, choose NODES / REMOVE NODES FROM 
VIEW or press Ctrl-Del on the keyboard. If you only want to exclude a single 
node, you may also choose this option from the node’s context menu.

To delete nodes from a Network View

Select the nodes to be deleted permanently from your HU.

From the Network Editor’s main menu, choose NODES / DELETE NODE.

Confirm the deletion process as it is a critical action. Deleting a node from a 
network view means that you permanently delete this object from your HU! 
This can be useful, when you have been adding new objects to a network 
view for exploratory purposes. Use this option with care.

For this operation, no undo option is available. The only way to undo a false 
deletion is to close the HU without saving it and to open the most recent 
version or backup.

If you only want to exclude nodes from a Network View, do not select 
DELETE NODE from the node’s context menu or DELETE ENTITIES from the main 
menu. Select the REMOVE FROM VIEW option.

Node and Link Actions

Commands affecting selected codes or links are available via their respective 
context menus. In addition, as described below, type-specific procedures are 
activated when double-clicking a node. 
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Actions via Context Menus

Context menus can be activated on nodes and links. Dependent on the type of 
the node or link selected, these menus will offer specialized options from which 
to choose. 

When the mouse pointer is over a node or a link, related information is 
displayed in the status window of the Network Editor.

To open a context menu, move the mouse-pointer onto a node or link and click 
the right mouse button.

To execute node actions per double-click

Position the mouse pointer over a node.

Double-click the left mouse button

The table below describes the specific actions launched for the different node 
types. 

If a comment or a memo’s text pops up, you can click inside the pop-up 
window to open a text editor.
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Figure 239: The status bar displays information about a node when moving with the  
mouse over it

Figure 240: Context menus
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Node Type Double-Click Action

Codes Displays the code comment (definition).

Memos Displays the content of the memo.

Quotations Displays the full text of the quotation. 

Primary Documents Displays the comment for the PD.

Families Displays the description/comment for the family.

Network Views Displays the description/comment for the Network 
View.

Hold down the Ctrl key to open this Network View in 
another Network Editor

Saving a Network View

All links that you create are saved as soon as you save the HU file. You only 
need to save a network view, if you want to preserve the layout, i.e. the way 
you have arranged the nodes within the editor. If you do not save a particular 
view, you can always open up a network view on an object again and ATLAS.ti 
will arrange the objects according to the default or user-defined layout 
directions. For first-class relations, the user can defined preferred layout 
directions (see the section on the “The Relation Editors“ on page 344.

To save a specific layout you have created, select the menu option NETWORK / 
SAVE AS.

Enter a name for the network view and click ok.

You can access saved network views via the Network View Manager (main 
menu: NETWORKS / NETWORK VIEW MANAGER), or via the network button that you 
find in the top left corner of the HU editor underneath the main menu File.
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Figure 241: Accessing saved network views
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Launching a Network View

You can open a Network Editor on a specific Network that is already part of the 
HU. Open a Network View by one of the following methods.

To open a Network View from the pick list

Click on the network button’s down arrow on the main toolbar to display the 
drop-down list of existing Network Views (see figure 241 above). 

Select one of the listed Network Views.

A Network Editor opens on the selected Network View.

To open a Network View using the Network View Manager 

Use this method if the number of Network Views already defined is too large to 
be comfortably displayed using the pick-list method.

The Network View Manager also allows you to view some properties of 
Network Views without opening a Network Editor.

Select NETWORKS / NETWORK VIEW MANAGER from the main menu or click the 
Network button in the main toolbar.

Select one of the displayed Network Views.

Click on the network button above the list.

The Network View Manager offers easy access to all Network Views of a given 
HU. The text area displays the comment for the selected Network View.
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Figure 242: The Network View Manager
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Simple analytic functions

Import Node Neighbors

This method imports all direct neighbors of the selected nodes into the 
Network View. This option is also available from the node's context menu. 
Importing direct neighbors allows you to construct a connected Network View 
step-by-step. (In a connected graph, there is always a direct or indirect path 
between any two nodes.)

To import neighbors of selected nodes:

Select the node(s) whose neighbors are to be included in the Network View.

Choose NODES / IMPORT NEIGHBORS from the menu. 

This procedure imports neighbors of all types. If a code with many 
quotations is selected, this operation might fill the Network Editor with 
unwanted quotation nodes. To suppress the import of quotations, hold 
down the CTRL key when issuing this command.

If you have mistakenly imported the wrong or too many node neighbors, 
select NODES /UNDO IMPORT NEIGHBORS from the menu, or press the key 
combination Ctrl-Shift-Z.

Import Co-occurring Codes

For code nodes, there is a special import feature that exploits the spatial 
relations of different codings. A code co-occurs with another if it has been used 
to code quotations that are in close proximity: embedded, overlapping, or if 
two or more codes are applied to the same quotation. 

The proximity of coding applied to a text can also be exploited via the Query 
Tool’s “co-occurrence” proximity operator. However, while the Query Tool 
yields quotations for explicitly specified codes, the import function brings in 
only the codes.

To import co-occurring codes:

Select one or more codes in the Network Editor.

Choose NODES / IMPORT CO-OCCURRING CODES from the Network Editor’s menu.

Create Families from Network Views

You can create code, PD or memo families based on the nodes included in a 
network view. 

Select the nodes that you want to include in the family (see “Selecting Nodes
and Links“ on page 329).
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From the network editor's menu, select the option SPECIALS / GENERATE FAMILY 
and then the respective object type (code, memo or PD family).

Enter a name for the family and click OK.

Create network views from code families

It is also possible to create network views based on code families. A new code 
will be created from the code family name and all member codes will be linked 
via ISA relations.

Open the Code Family Manager.

Select a family and then the menu option FAMILIES / CREATE NETWORK. 

A pop-up message informs you that a new code will be created and that all 
member codes will be linked via ISA relations. Confirm this message.

Accept the default name for the new code or enter a new one and click Ok. 
The newly created network view opens.

Layout Procedures
Two methods are available for the automatic placement of nodes.

Semantic Layout

Places the nodes within the window using the semantic layout algorithm. This 
algorithm tries to place the nodes into optimal positions using an invisible 
matrix of default positions. It tries to place the nodes with the highest 
connectivity into center positions. 
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By recursively applying the same method to the rest of the nodes using 
neighboring positions of the first node placed, the algorithm tries to avoid 
overlapping nodes and too many crossing links. However, calculating an 
optimal solution is not possible in a reasonable amount of time.

The user can exert some control on this algorithm via the preferred layout 
direction of the relations used for the links, e.g., links using the “is-a” relation 
go from bottom to top, if possible. You can change the layout direction 
manually using the Relation Editor (see “The Relation Editor” on page 344 for 
details).

The results of the automatic layout procedure are typically quite usable and 
provide at least a good starting point for subsequent manual refinement of 
nodes' placement. If you are not happy with the layout produced, you can 
revert to the previous placement by using UNDO POSITIONING (Ctrl-Z).

Topological Layout

This special layout procedure tries to create a linear list of nodes positioned 
from the upper left to the lower right. This sequence is the result of a depth 
first traversal of the graph. The algorithm tries to resolve as many constraints 
between any two nodes so that a node with the least dependencies is made the 
first node positioned in the upper left corner, and the node with the most 
dependencies on other nodes is positioned in the lower right corner of the 
Network Editor.
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In the example above, the dependencies between several activities necessary to 
get dressed are described by local constraints between the nodes. From these 
local constraints, a global solution is generated: One correct way to get 
dressed. The "is-cause-of " relation was used to describe constraints. The only 
condition a relation must meet is that it has the "transitive" attribute.

Such algorithms are typically in use in project management software. You can 
use a directed relation like "before" to represent time dependencies between 
events ("socks before shoes,” "shirt before tie,” "marriage before divorce") 
and then compute a possible sequence of events.
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Figure 245: A set of activities with local constraints

Figure 246: Topological sort always results in a linear, diagonal  
placement of the nodes
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Creating Output
Several output options are available for Network Views. The range is from 
printing the layout (via copying to the clipboard in a variety of formats both 
textual and graphical) and by saving a Network View to a file.

Printing Networks

Before printing a Network View the first time, you may prefer to set some 
general options (include title, print border, etc.) (SPECIALS / PREFERENCES / PRINTING).

You can either print the entirety or part of a Network View. 

Open the Network View and arrange all nodes to be printed.

If you want to print a selection of nodes only, select these nodes (for multiple 
selection, hold down the Ctrl key).

Choose NETWORK / PRINT NETWORK VIEW from the Network Editor's menu.

In the Printer dialog window that opens, check "Selection" to print selected 
nodes only.

If the size of the network view determined by the node layout exceeds a single 
page, depending on current printer settings, scaling or multi-page print will be 
offered as a choice.

Make your choice and the network view will be printed.

Network Views for other Applications

Copy to Clipboard

The menu option NETWORK / COPY TO CLIPBOARD copies the network view to the 
Windows clipboard. From the clipboard it can be included in Word or other 
“foreign” documents. The Network View (all nodes or selected nodes only) is 
copied to the clipboard in a variety of formats: 

A textual description of the contained nodes (a node synopsis) 

An Windows Enhanced Metafile for high quality graphics to be used in 
reports. Depending on the processing capabilities of the target application, 
results may sometimes be less than optimal.

A bitmap file that has more accurate layout and fonts, but less quality when 
printed.

In other applications (Word, PowerPoint, etc) a selection or all of these formats 
are offered via PASTE SPECIAL.

Save Network View as Graphic File

You can save your Network View as a graphic file, either as a bitmap  (BMP) or 
as a Windows Enhanced Meta file (EMF). You can insert this file into reports, 
Word, PowerPoint, etc. Choose NETWORK / SAVE AS GRAPHICS FILE .

This function does not save the network as a reusable structure for import 
to other HUs. In order to accomplish this, visit chapter “To export the code
network” on page 352.
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Link Management
The Code-Link and the Hyper-Link Managers (see page 371) offer a very 
efficient way to review and edit first class links (code-code links and quotation-
quotation link, also referred to as hyperlinks).

Links can be edited, flipped, and removed, and a Network Editor can be 
opened on selected links, e.g., all nodes affected. A comment can be viewed 
and edited for the selected link. Last but not least, and typical for all Object 
Managers, links can be sorted by criteria such as the target or source object, 
the relation used, etc.

Changes made to the links are immediately displayed in any Network Editor 
that currently display the links.

The Link Managers

The two figures below show a Code Link Manager and a Network View 
opened on two selected links. In the left figure the two links are selected and 
Flip Link from the context menu is selected. The right figure displays the effect. 

The Relation Editors
The two Relation Editors, one for code-code relations and one for hyperlinks 
(quotation-quotation relations) allows the creation, display, and editing of 
relations. Explicit relations can only be used when connecting codes to codes or 
quotations to quotations. Connections between codes and quotations, memos 
and quotations, memos and codes, and families and their members cannot be 
named and specified by the user. 

The relations editors already include a set of default relations. You can modify 
these entries at any time, translate them to your language, change the labels or 
the menu text, modify the line color, etc. 
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Figure 247: Flipping two links in the Code-Link Manager
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Cosmetic and descriptive as well as structural aspects of relations can be edited 
with the Relation Editor. 

Cosmetics

Cosmetic aspects include the label used when displaying links in a Network 
Editor; the menu text displayed when creating a connection; and the width, 
solidity, and color of the line connecting the nodes linked with this relation. 

Preferred Layout Direction

A more sophisticated “cosmetic” property is the preferred layout direction. By 
using this relation characteristic, the user can assert some control on the 
automatic layout algorithm. Indeed, this option justifies the name “semantic 
layout”.

Formal Property

The formal property associated with a relation has a cosmetic effect and it 
controls the “procedural semantics” of the semantic operators in the Query 
Tool. When you want to utilize the semantic operators (SUB, UP, SIB), 
transitive relations need to be used.

Comment

As with all entities in ATLAS.ti, a comment can be attached to a relation. The 
text entered as a relation comment is displayed within a Network Editor after 
opening a context menu on a link, or when selecting DISPLAY RELATION.

Bear in mind that a comment written for a relation is different from a comment 
written for a link. The comment for a relation is of a global nature and defines 
the relation type: e.g., what is meant by the relation “is associated with.” A 
link using this relation connects two specific codes. When writing a comment 
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for this link, the meaning is local and explains why two codes were connected 
using this relation.

How to edit relations

The Relation Editor is available from the main menu NETWORK, or can be 
launched from the Network Editor’s LINKS menu. 

You can change the properties of relations. If these relations are already in use 
by the currently loaded HU, changes will be stored along with the HU when 
saving it.

Open the Relation Editor: NETWORKS / RELATION EDITOR and select whether you 
want to open the code-code or the hyperlinks relation editor.

In the list of relations, click on the relation to be edited.

Change any of the values.

Click on APPLY.

If you open the Relation Editor from within a Network Editor, all changes are 
“broadcast” to the editor and you see the changes in the display of the 
affected links. 

When opening the Relation Editor from the main menu, all but the 
preferred layout direction settings are realized immediately in all currently 
open Network Editors.

How to create new relations

User-defined relations are only available for code-code or quotation-
quotation links. All other links use "hard-wired" relations (like the ones 
between quotations and codes).

New relations are stored together with the HU in which they are used. When 
starting ATLAS.ti 6, the default relations as defined in the file default.rel are 
loaded. This file is located in the user system folder that can conveniently be 
accessed via EXTRAS / EXPLORER / USER SYSTEM FOLDER. When creating new relations, 
it is suggested that you save these relations to the default.rel file. If desired, 
different REL files can be created and loaded.

New relations can be created when linking codes or quotations, or 
independently of any linking activity. In both cases, entries are created with the 
Relation Editor.
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When linking codes or quotations, select the option OPEN RELATION EDITOR 
instead of one of the offered relations. Or, select NETWORKS / RELATION EDITOR 
from the main menu.

In the Relation Editor, select the menu option EDIT / NEW RELATION.

Enter a short unique ID for the relation you want to create. The default are 
capital letters, but it is not necessary to use capital letters. Just remember that 
each relation needs a unique ID. Based on this information, ATLAS:ti ensures 
that none of the relation is overwritten by any other relation.  

Next, enter a label 1, a label 2, and the menu text. In the Network Editor, 
you have three options to display the name of the relation (see figure below). 
As a view option, you can either display label 1, label 2, or the menu label. If 
there is sufficient space in the network, you can select to display the menu 
label, which is usually longer. Choose an abbreviation for labels 1 and 2 as a 
display option when space is limited. 

Choose a symbol for label 1, a short word for label 2 and a longer name for 
the menu label.  Or: enter nothing for label 1, an English language name for 
label 2, and a label in your native language for the menu label.

The menu label equals the menu text. The text entered in the field ‘Menu Text’ 
is used in the relation menu and as a label. In addition, the menu text is also 
used when outputting networked codes in the form of quasi sentences (CODES / 
OUTPUT / CODE HIERARCHY or CODE NEIGHBORS).
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Figure 250: Display options for link labels

Figure 249: Relations
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Next select the line style (width, color, solid or dashed). 

If you wish, you can specify the preferred layout direction that is used to 
automatically draw the picture when opening a Network View on an object.

The final attribute to enter is the "formal property" of the relation: 
"transitive," "symmetric," or "asymmetric." A transitive relation is a directed 
link like “is part of”, “ is reason for”, “is a”.  Both symmetric and asymmetric 
relations are non-directed links. An example of a symmetric link is “is 
associated with”; “contradicts” is an example for an asymmetric link.

Optionally, you can describe the newly created relation in the text pane at 
the bottom of the Relation Editor.

In order to save the new relation, select FILE / SAVE from the Relation Editor 
menu. A file dialog window opens. The suggested file name is default.rel. 

It is recommended to use this file as your standard repository for relations. It is 
possible to create different sets of relations by entering a new file name (see 
Managing Relations“ below). 

Managing Relations

Using the Relation Editor, different sets of relations can be created and stored 
in separate files (using FILE / SAVE RELATIONS). For instance, you could have a set 
of relations related to argumentation theory, or a set based on Grounded 
Theory relations. When starting ATLAS.ti, the default relation set is loaded (i.e., 
the file default.rel). 

If you have created a new set and stored it in a new REL file, you need to load 
it after starting ATLAS.ti. To do so, open the Relation Editor and choose FILE / 
LOAD RELATIONS. This adds the new relation set to the already loaded default set. 

If you want to delete relations from the default set, or from any newly created 
set, select a relation in the Relation Editor and choose the menu option FILE / 
DELETE RELATION. When you have removed all unwanted relations and want to 
make the changes permanent, you need to save the set (select FILE / SAVE 
RELATIONS).

Cosmetics - Network Display Properties
There are numerous options available to alter the appearance of nodes, links, 
and even the background. 

However, all settings created using the Display menu of Network Editor are lost 
after closing the editor. If you want to change colors and fonts globally for all 
Network Views, you need to change these settings under NETWORKS / PREFERENCES.

Colors

The color of the Network Editor's background and the color of nodes can be 
set independently. Choose DISPLAY / SET COLORS and then one of the options 
from the submenu. You are offered a standard color chooser dialog from which 
to pick a color.
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User-defined code colors

If you have colored your codes, you can display these colors either as node 
label or as node color in a network view. To do so, click on the color circle in 
the tool bar and select the appropriate option:

If you have used a dark color to color a code, then use the “High Contrast” 
option to display the node label in white.

Auto-Color Mode

Auto-Color mode visualizes the coding and modeling state of the codes. This 
mode affects code nodes only. Code nodes are automatically assigned a color 
according to their groundedness and density. Groundedness of a code (i.e., the 
number of associated quotations) increases the yellow part of the node color 
(note “name of suspect” in the figure below). Density (i.e., the number of links 
to other codes) increases the blue part (“name of suspect: Cohen” is the 
winner in the figure below). In the Code Manager, high-density codes are 
indicated in red, high frequency codes in blue. This makes codes that are 
heavily or seldom used for coding or model building easily identifiable.

To initiate the auto-color mode in a network view, click on the colored circle in 
the toolbar and activate AUTO-COLOR-MODE. In the Code Manager you find the 
auto-color option under the Views menu.
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Figure 251: Coloring options

Figure 252: Low and high contrast label display
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Fonts

The font used for nodes and links can be set independently choosing DISPLAY / 
SET FONTS from the Network Editor’s main menu.

Display of Nodes

Nodes can be displayed either in a flat or 3D-view, shaded or with rounded 
edges and a gradient fill. Select any of the three options, click on the Display 
button shown below.

Node and Link Appearance

Under the Display menu of the Network Editor you find a large variety of 
options to alter the display characteristics of nodes and links. Some of these 
options affect all nodes regardless of their type. Other options change the 
display of certain node types only.

Node Icon

The node type icon can be switched on and off for all nodes by selecting the 
menu option DISPLAY / USE NODE BITMAPS, or by pressing the key combination 
CTRL-ALT-B. The small image used as a node icon increases the distinctiveness of 
the nodes, especially when a mixture of node types exists in a Network View. 
Nonetheless, when space runs low, you may prefer to switch off the icons.

A node can be displayed with a “3D” border, or with a drop shadow. To switch 
between the 3D and the shadowed view, select the menu option DISPLAY/DISPLAY 
NODES 3D or press the key combination CTRL-3.
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Figure 254: Display options for nodes

Figure 253: Auto-color mode 
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Node Verbosity

You have several options to control the amount of information displayed in a 
node. Quotes can be displayed with just their ID or with the complete selection 
of text they represent. 

Of course, to decide which level of verbosity makes sense, you need to 
examine how many nodes populate the Network View and the overall size of 
the text. To change the verbosity of quotes, select the menu option 
DISPLAY/QUOTATION VERBOSITY.

Link Display

There are numerous ways to display links via menu item DISPLAY / LINK DISPLAY. 

First, choose from three different ways of displaying the label: choose to display 
label 1, label 2, or the menu text as defined in the Relation Editor. See “The
Relation Editor” on page 344 for further detail.

The second option is to display labels with a box around them (or not), or to 
display them rotated alongside the line connecting two codes or quotes.
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Figure 255: Submenu Quotation Verbosity

Figure 256: Submenu Link Display
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Miscellaneous Network Procedures 

Theory Transfer

By "Theory Transfer" we mean the re-use of codes, relations, and code 
networks produced in one project in subsequent projects.

Two different strategies are supported: 

The re-use of a "flat" (unstructured) list of codes including names, code 
definitions, author, date of creation and modification in other HUs. 

The transfer of rich representations of codes (including the connections 
between codes).

"Flat" Code Migration

The first strategy--using unstructured code lists--includes the output of all or a 
selection of codes from one HU into a file and the later import of this code file 
into another HU. Step-by-step instruction is provided elsewhere (see 
“Transferring Codes from Other Projects” on page 216). 

The method of flat code migration is useful when working in teams and when a 
code list is first developed on one computer. This way, other team members 
can easily import the agreed upon list of codes into their HUs. Other potential 
applications for this function include testing reliability, or starting deductive 
structural theory work from scratch. When testing for reliability, a given code 
base can be used on the same material by different authors.

Semantic Network Migration

This method transfers a relatively complete "theory" into a new project. Like 
the flat code migration method described above, two steps are necessary. First, 
the network of codes needs to be exported and saved as an external file. 
Second, this file is imported into a new HU (or an existing HU).

To export the code network

Load the HU that contains the "theory" you want to migrate.

If needed set the code filter to contain only those codes to be processed in 
the next step.

Choose NETWORKS / EXPORT CODE NETWORK from the HU Editor's main menu.

Enter a name for network file. By default, the name of the HU with the 
extension NET is offered.

The file contains a textual description, which can be processed by the import 
step described in the following directions.

To import a code network

Load the HU into which the network of codes shall be imported.

Choose NETWORKS/IMPORT CODE NETWORK from the HU Editor's main menu.

Select a network file (extension .NET).
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Conflict Resolution

When importing networks into an HU that already contains networked codes, 
the following internal strategy is applied to avoid conflicts: Existing codes and 
links are not modified, inconsistent links are not created (e.g. direct cycles).

Cleaning Up

While the situation of importing homonyms is controlled by the conflict 
resolution strategy, the system cannot automatically handle unwanted 
synonyms. Especially when importing codes and networks created by others 
into a non-empty HU, such synonyms (e.g., "man" and "mankind") might 
clutter the name space of codes. You can clean up by merging the synonyms 
(see “Merging Codes” on page 218).

Scaled Theory Transfer

Besides the two strategies described above, you can use the HU merge 
procedure to gain more control over what components are to be transferred. 
Code lists with "rich" representations of codes can be extracted from a given 
"theory template" HU; Network Views, memos, and/or PDs may be included. 
This method also has the advantage that it is a "one-pass" procedure and there 
is no need to create extra files containing the codes or networks to be 
transferred. Unlike the Semantic Network Migration method described above, 
it also allows you to assert more control over how conflicts with existing codes 
and links are to be resolved.

For details please refer to “Merging Hermeneutic Units” on page 171.

Merging Codes using the Network Editor

Below we describe how merging codes can be accomplished in a Network 
Editor.

The figures below illustrate that the merging of two or more codes is not a 
trivial task, because all of their references, links, and comments need to be 
transferred to the target code in a consistent manner.  

Using the network method is the "inverse" procedure of the list method 
described earlier (see “Merging Codes Using the List Method” on page 
219). Using the list method, you select the target code first. Then you 
choose the codes to be merged. Merging codes in a network editor is the 
inverse. You select the codes to be merged first and then you select the 
target code.

To merge codes using the Network Editor

Open or create the Network View that contains the codes to be merged 
(here “Magic 3”, “Magic 7” and “Number magic”. 

Select all "source" codes to be merged into one target code. Make sure that 
the target node is already visible in the Network Editor.

Choose NODES / MERGE CODES from the Network Editor's main menu.

Move the mouse to the target node and click the left mouse button.
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After the merge: The two former sub codes of "Number Magic" - "Magic 3" 
and "Magic 7" - have been merged into "Number Magic". All references to 
quotations, other codes, and memos have been "inherited" by "Number 
Magic".

The target node "inherits" all the references, i.e., quotations, links to other 
codes and memos, and comments, into the incorporated node(s).

Splitting Codes

There is still some work involved in splitting a code, and therefore it is called 
the ‘Poor Man’s Split Code’ function. When clicking on CODES / MISCELLANEOUS / 
SPLIT CODE, the following window opens, providing a summary instruction on 

what to do in order to split a code:

Below, step-by-step instruction is offered. As an example, the code “Number 
magic” is split. Above, in the section on merging codes, we merged the two 
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Figure 257: Merging codes in a network view editor

Figure 258: Instructions for splitting a code
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codes “Magic 3” and “Magic 7” into the “Number magic” code (see 
“Merging Codes using the Network Editor” on page 353). Before the merge, 
sixteen quotations were attached to the code “Magic 3”, three quotations to 
the code “Magic 7, and one quotation to the code “Number magic”. Now we 
show how to revert this action.

To split the previously merged code “Number magic”:

Select the code “Number Magic” in the Code Manager.

Open a Network Editor on this code. The network editor will display 
“Number Magic” and all its direct neighbors, except quotations.

Select code “Number Magic” in the network editor and select NODES / IMPORT 
NEIGHBORS from the network editor’s main menu to import its quotations. 
Remove other node types from the view that might also be linked.

Select NODES / DUPLICATE CODES to create an exact clone of “Number Magic” 
which is immediately displayed in the network editor as well. The clone 
inherits all quotations, code links, family memberships and other relations 
from the original code. You will see that all links originating from “Number 
Magic” also appear with the newly created clone “Number Magic [Clone: 
1]”. You will very likely end up with lots of nodes and links cluttering the 
screen.

Repeat this step as we want to split the code number magic into two codes: 
Magic 3 and Magic 7.

Enlarge the network window to fill the entire screen. 

To de-clutter the display, select the menu option LAYOUT / SEMANTIC LAYOUT. 
This distributes all nodes in a more ordered fashion. 

Rename the two clones into “Magic 3” and “Magic 7”. 
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Select all quotation nodes that should no longer be referenced by the original 
node. In the above example, number magic remains only linked to quotation 
(1:29), Magic 7 remains linked to quotations 1:2, 1:3 and 1:4. All other 
quotations are linked to Magic 3.

Select LINKS / CUT LINKS from the menu or use the unlink button in the toolbar. 
Red “rubber bands” appear, connecting the selected nodes with the mouse 
cursor. Move the mouse pointer over code node that should not longer be 
linked with these quotations. This unlinks all selected nodes from the original 
code.
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Figure 259: First step in splitting a code: Making one or more clones and renaming them
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Figure 260: Cutting the links that you do not want to keep

Figure 261: Unlinking quotations from code Magic 3
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To produce the above image, the semantic layout option was used again to 
distribute the code and quotations nodes evenly within the network view 
editor.

Network Views as Graphical Tables of Contents

If you use graphical PDs, you can use Network Views to display "thumbnails" 
(small-sized copies) of these PDs. 

Create a new Network View by choosing NETWORKS / NEW NETWORK VIEW from the 
HU Editor's main menu.

Import some graphical PDs (see “ Nodes” on page 327).

From the Network Editor menu, choose DISPLAY / FULL IMAGE FOR PDS.

Rearrange the nodes in the Network View and save the network view.

You can configure the size of the thumbnails:

Select SPECIALS / PREFERENCES, tab: Nodes. The standard width is set to 200.

Change the width and click Apply. Close the Network Preferences window.
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Close and reopen the Network View in order for the changes to take effect.

The figure below shows an example network view including thumb nail images 
and hyperlinks. Hyperlinks are explained next (see “Hypertext“).
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Figure 264: Network View including thumb nail images of image PDs and hyperlinks

Figure 263: Preference settings for 
thumbnail PDs
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Hypertext

A network with text (or other media) as nodes is often referred to as a 
hypertext. The original sequential text is de-linearized, broken down into pieces 
that are then reconnected, making it possible to traverse from one piece of 
data to another piece of data regardless of their original positions.

The procedures described so far have focused on the creation of code 
networks.  Direct linking of data-segments (quotations) to other data-segments 
offers similar flexibility in choosing and defining relations. Almost all of the 
editing functions described for code networks can also be used when 
connecting two or more quotations. 

Code-code and quote-quote links are the only types of network 
connections that allow you to assign a name to the connection that appears 
on the line or arrow that runs between the objects.  

Representing the “Rhetoric of Text”
While a code offers fast access to sets of data segments, it defines only a  
simple relation between them, namely equivalence.

Hyperlinks, which directly relate data segments, express more differentiated 
relationships between quotations: contradiction, support, illustration, etc.

No code is needed to connect quotation Q1 with one that it contradicts (Q2).
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Cross-references between text passages are very common even in conventional 
media like books - just think of religious and juridical texts, literature, journals 
etc. Footnotes and endnotes are another common deviation from the pure 
linearity of sequential text. However, in conventional media, not much 
navigational support is provided for "traversing" between the pieces of data 
that reference each other. 

Computer-related hypertext applications include, for example, online help 
systems that display operational information in suitable small chunks (compared 
to lengthy printed information), but with a considerable amount of linkage to 
other pieces of information. A well-known hypermedia structure is the World 
Wide Web with its textual, graphical and other multimedia information 
distributed world-wide. 

Benefits of Hypertext
What are the advantages of direct connections between text segments, 
compared to the traditional procedures of qualitative text analysis? 

What codes cannot do

Maybe we should ask a different question first: How can you express that 
statement X in text A contradicts statement Y in text B, or how can you retrieve 
all contradictory statements of a specific utterance if all you have is codes and 
their associations with the data?

The "code & retrieve" paradigm, which is so prevalent for many systems 
supporting the qualitative researcher, is not adequate for certain types of 
analysis. In formal terms, attaching codes to chunks of data creates named sets 
of segments with almost no internal structure. This is not to say that 
partitioning lots of text segments into sets is not useful. On the contrary, 
classification leads to manageable amounts of segments that later can be 
retrieved with the help of the attached code words. But this may not be the 
only way you want to look at your data. 

The concept of hypertext introduces explicit relations between passages. These 
links have to be built manually and result from an intellectual effort. The system 
cannot decide for you that segment x is in contradiction to segment y. But after 
the work of establishing the links, you can make semantically richer retrievals: 
"Show statements contrary to statement x." Hypertext allows you to create 
different paths through the data you are analyzing. For example, you may 
create a timeline different from the strict sequence of the original text.

Graphical Hyperlink Maps

ATLAS.ti incorporates procedures for creating and browsing hypertext 
structures. It allows for two or more quotations being connected using named 
relations. Further, you can create graphical maps (using Network Views) to 
make parts of your hyperspace accessible in a comfortable way. Hyperlinks may 
connect quotations (textual, graphical, multimedia) across documents (inter-
textual links) or may link segments within the same primary document (intra-
textual links). The natural boundary for hyperlinks, like all structures in 
ATLAS.ti, is the Hermeneutic Unit. 
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The hypertext Network View to the right displays quotations in maximum 
"verbosity" set to "full text." Other node types can also be included in the 
Network View, like the memo in the upper left corner.

General Procedures

Star or Chain connections

When linking quotations, you have the option to create a “chain”, a “star” or 
a combination of both.  Below, a chain and star connection are illustrated.
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Figure 266: A network of quotations

Figure 267: A hyperlink chain
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When creating this chain, the quotation 2:3 served as a source quotation and 
was linked to the target quotation 3:5. In order to continue the chain, the 
target quotation 3,5 became the source quotation and was linked to the new 
target quotation 8:7..

A hyperlink star connects many quotations from one source quotation: 

When creating a star, there is one source quotation and multiple target 
quotations. In the above example, the source quotation is 8:6, which is linked 
to five target quotations via a number of different relations.

Hyperlinks in the Quotation Manager

All hyperlinked quotations can easily be recognized in the Quotation Manager. 
All source quotations are marked with an opening angle bracket <, all target 
quotations with a closing bracket >. If a quotation is both, source and target (as 
the case when creating chains), then both brackets are used as prefix <>.
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Hyperlinks in the Margin Area

When working with hyperlinks, it is advisable to set the margin display options 
as follows: 

  

To open this context menu, right click on a blank space in the margin area.

Creating Hyperlinks

ATLAS.ti offers a variety of options for creating and traversing hypertext links. 
Similar to the linking of codes, you may create hyperlinks in a the Network 
View editor (see “Linking Nodes“ on page 329). In addition, hypertext links 
can be created "in context", or via Drag & Drag in the Quotation Manager and 
in the margin area.

Creating Hyperlinks using the context menu

To create a chain:

Select a data segment as source or an already existing quotation.

Right click on the selection or the quotation and select the option CREATE LINK 
SOURCE from the context menu. Alternatively, you can click on the Source 
Anchor button  in the primary document toolbar.
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Figure 269: List of linked quotations
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Select a target segment or an existing quotation as target, right click and 
select the option CREATE LINK TARGET from the context menu. Alternatively, you 
can click on the Source Anchor button  in the primary document toolbar.

If you select a data segment as source or target that was not yet a 
quotation, ATLAS.ti automatically creates a quotation from it.

A list of relation pops up. Select a relation to link the two selected quotations. 
If none of the existing relations fit, create a new relation by selecting OPEN 

RELATION EDITOR (see “How to create new relations“ on page 346).

Select the option CHAIN to link a next data segment to the current target 
quotation. Select FINI to end the chain.

To create a star:

Proceed as explained above “To create a chain:“, but select the option Star. 
Then the next quotation is linked to the current source quotation. For your 
information, the quotation IDs for the current source and target quotations 
are listed in the menu.

Creating Hyperlinks in the Quotation Manager

This method can be applied to connect one or more existing quotations to one 
target quotation.
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Figure 271: Select a relation to link the source with the target quotation

Figure 272: Select "Chain" to link another quotation to the current  target quotation
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• Select one or more source quotations in the Quotation Manager (multiple 
selections can be done in the standard way).

• Hold down the left mouse button and drag the quotation(s) to a target 
quotation in the Quotation Manager. 

• Release the left mouse button. The Relation menu opens and you can 
specify the relation to be used for the hyperlinks.

• The new hyperlinks are created.

Creating Hyperlinks in Margin Area

Like the method described above, creating hyperlinks in the margin area is best 
suitable for connecting two quotations that are in close proximity to each 
other.

Select a quotation bar in the margin area.

Hold down the left mouse button and drag the bar onto another quotation 
bar. 

Release the left mouse button. The Relation menu opens. Select a relation. 
The linking procedure ends here.

Dropping a bar onto another quotation displayed alongside a bar, replaces 
the existing hyperlink. 

Modifying Hyperlinks

There are two place to modify existing hyperlinks, the Network Editor and the 
Hyperlink Manager (see “Link Management” on page 344). 
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Figure 273: Select quotations, drag and click  
target quotation in the Quotation Manager
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To modify links in the Network Editor

Open a network view on a hyperlinked quotation (e.g., by right clicking on a 
quotation and then selecting the option OPEN NETWORK VIEW from the context 
menu).

In the Network Editor, right click on a link label and select CHANGE RELATION 
from the context menu.

The relation menu pops up. Select a different relation.

Defining New Hyperlink Relations

The procedure for defining or editing hypertext relations is equivalent to the 
methods described for editing code-code relations. You may either define a 
new relation by choosing the bottom option from the list of relations when 
actually creating a link, or you may use a hyper-links relation editor, that is 
identical to the code-code relations editor (see “How to create new relations“ 
on page 346). Newly defined or edited relations must also be saved to disk. 

Traversing Hyperlinks
Media-type quotations can be distinguished easily by their icons. These icons 
may be used in the margin area, the Object Manager, the Object Explorer, the 
Crawler, and in Network Views. The figure below shows the media types of 
hyperlinked quotations in the margin. From top to bottom these are: text, 
video, audio, image and Google Earth hyperlinks.

To traverse hypertext links using the margin area

Switch on the margin area.

If needed, open up the properties context menu in the margin area and 
select OBJECT TYPES / HYPERLINKS.

Double-click a hyperlink displayed in the margin. The quotation to the left of 
the margin area is highlighted and a pop-up window displays the hyperlink's 
contents.
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Figure 274: Media types for hyperlinks

The margin area 
permits a very 
intuitive 
traversal of 
hyper links.
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To display the hyperlink in context, click into the pop-up window. Clicking 
outside the pop-up window cancels the process.

When you double-click on a multimedia hyperlink in the margin, you do not 
see the usual info text popping up. Instead, the quotation is played directly 
without opening the Media Control window. 

The "In-Place" Method for audio- and video hyperlinks

You may "travel" directly from a highlighted "Hyper"-quotation to its 
neighbors. This is especially useful for video and audio quotation where you do 
not have a margin area, but can also be used for other media types.

To display hyperlinked neighbors "in-place"

Activate a quotation with a double-click in the Quotation Manager.

Move the mouse cursor into the highlighted area of the document and click 
the right mouse button.

From the context menu choose SHOW LINKS.

Steps one and two can be combined by pressing the Ctrl key while clicking 
the right mouse button.
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Figure 276: Hyperlinked video quotation

Figure 275: Traversing hyperlinks
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The quotation "on the other end" of the hyperlink is displayed in a pop-up 
window. 

To directly move to this quotation in context, click into the pop-up display, or 
click outside the pop-up to cancel.

Useful options for hyperlinks and quotations in the network view 
editor

To move to the text of a quotation that appears in a network, right click over 
the quotation node and choose DISPLAY IN CONTEXT. You are moved to the section 
of the Primary Document where the quotation resides.

To import the neighbors of a quotation

The Network Editor lets you import the neighbors of selected nodes by 
choosing IMPORT NEIGHBORS from the Network Editor's NODE menu (see 
description in section “Import Node Neighbors” on page 339). Importing the 
neighbors of a quotation, that is part of a hypertext, not only retrieves linked 
objects of type "quotations" but also yields all codes, memos and other 
quotations directly connected to it. 

To reduce clutter by only importing neighbors that are quotations, and not 
codes, memos or documents, hold down the CTRL key when selecting the 
option from the Network Editor's menu. If you want the neighbors of only 
one quotation imported, open the context menu of this quotation and 
choose IMPORT NEIGHBORS.

Editing Hyperlink Comments

The links between quotations use fully qualified relations, like the links between 
codes and unlike the simple association between a code and a quotation. As 
“first-class” objects, these links can be assigned a dedicated comment.
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Remove all 
recently 
imported 
objects with 
CTRL+SHIFT+Z 

Use the margin 
area to display 
and edit link 
comments.

Figure 277: Checking for and jumping to hyperlinked quotations
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Such a comment could explain why quotation A has been linked to quotation 
B. Link comments can be accessed, displayed and edited from three locations: 
the margin area, the Hyperlink Manager and the Network Editor.

The margin area has the advantage that it is readily available during scrolling 
through the primary documents. The Network Editor method offers a visual 
approach to accomplishing this goal. Create a network view of the hypertext 
nodes to facilitate this process.

To edit a hypertext link comment using the margin area

Switch the margin area on. If not already selected, open up the properties 
context menu in the margin area and select OBJECT TYPES / HYPERLINKS.

Pop-up the context menu for a hyper link displayed in the margin. The 
quotation inside the primary document pane is highlighted at the same time. 

Choose EDIT LINK COMMENT.

To edit a hypertext link comment using the Hyperlink Manager

Open the Hyperlink Manager via NETWORKS / HYPER-LINK MANAGER from the HU 
Editor’s main menu.

Select a hyperlink.

Edit the comment in text pane below the link list , or open a text editor by 
clicking the Editor button.
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Figure 278: Commenting on a link
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To edit a hypertext link comment using the Network Editor

Open a Network Editor on a quotation establishing one end of the hypertext 
link.

Move the mouse pointer onto the link between two quotations and open the 
context menu with a right mouse button click.

Choose EDIT COMMENT.

The Hyper-Link Manager

The Hyper-Link Manager works exactly like the Code-Link Manager, only that 
it is populated by hyperlinks. 
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Figure 279: Writing, viewing or editing a hyperlink comment in the Hyperlink Manager

Figure 280: Editing a hyperlink comment in a network view editor
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When double clicking a link a pop-up menu is shown. You can choose to 
display the source or target quotation. The content of the linked quotation is 
then shown in a pale yellow window. If you click into this window, the linked 
quotation is shown in context.

Creating new Relations for Hyperlinks

The Relation Editor has already been discussed in the context of code-code 
links (see “The Relation Editors“ on page 344). The relation editor window for 
hyperlinks looks the same and can be handled in the same way as the relation 
editor for code-code relations. It only displays a different set of relations. To 
open it, select NETWORKS / RELEATION EDITOR / HYPER-LINKs from the main menu.
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Figure 281: Hyperlink Manager


